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MOVING ON UP

Student a finalist for
eWomerisNetwork
leadership award ·
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UCF Rowing complete.s outstanding 2006 season,
looks ahead to future-sEESPORTs,As
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UCF team rows its way to second
place at annual dragon boat ·race
CRYSTAL POTTS
Contributing Writer

I.

www.UCFnews.com ·Monda* June 19,2006

UCF's Dragon Boat team
placed second in Central Florida's second annual Dragon
Boat races at Moss Park in
Orlando on June 3.
The everi.t was organized by
the Chinese American Association of Central Florida. Two 48foot decorative dragon boats
were brought up from Miami

by the United Chinese Associa- was thrown in the river to
tion of Florida.
"feed" Qµ Yan, but Qµ Yan's
The race commemorates spirit appeared and told the
the death of Chinese poet Qµ Chinese people that a river
Yan who, according to legend, -dragon intercepted the food.
drowned himself in a river to From then on they wrapped the
protest the corruption of his rice in silk to prevent the drag· kingdom in 278 B.C. The Chi- on from eating it.
nese people had come to rescue
The races are held annually
Qµ Yan, beating drums and on the fifth day of the fifth
splashing water to scare spirits month in China. Eight teams
and fish away from his body.
competed in this race.
UCFs team consisted of 20
According to the legend, rice

students who are members of
the Vietnamese American Student Association, the Asian
Student Association, the Delta
Phi Lambda sorority and, the
Asian Pacific American Coalition
"It was a family friendly
event," said senior Ricky Ly,
APAC chair and VASA senior
consultant. ''It was a great way
PLEASE SEE
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COURTESY OF RICKY LY

The UCF Dragon Boat Team competes in a three kilometer race at Moss Park iii Orlando. Races are
held on the fifth day of the fifth Chinese month to commemorate the death of a Chinese poet
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FLOWER POWER

Biogeographical gardens will soon add new color to UCF Arboretum

Community
discusses
bird flu facts
·Summit covered plans,

procedure for disasters
ABEER ABDALLA
Staff Writer

I(
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Biogeographical gardens are part of the construction going on at the UCF Arboretum. The gardens,which will display plants from around the world, are an ongoing project.
/.

ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
Contributing Writer

Already filled with approximately 82
acres of plants and natural areas for teaching, research, and recreation, the UCF
Arboretum will soon add biogeographical
gardens to its collection of natural resources.
"Biogeographical garden5 are plants of
certain areas from around the world,"
Arboretum Director Martin Quigley said.
"People will be able to see plants grouped
together in their natural setting."

There will be several gardens for the students and community to share, including
Mediterranean gardens, South African gardens, Japanese gardens, Australian gardens,
and a Florida native area, to name a few.
"It's a very exciting ambition,'' Arboretum Horticulturist Jason Sharman said. "The
Arboretum is coming back to life, and it's
going to be a fabulous project for the community."
The arboretum, founded in 1983, has
grown immensely in the past two· decades.
Located in the northeast comer of the cam-

pus, the Arboretum includes eight natural
ecosystems, including an oak hammock, a
cypress dome, and a sand pine scrub habitat.
Quigley, a licensed landscape architect,
envisions the Arboretum as a centerpiece of
the campus landscape that can help UCF
students in environmental sciences, physics,
geology, and other related fields.
An active volunteer and treasurer for
Friends of the UCF Arboretum, Jackie Rolly
said she enjoys working at the Arboretum.
PLEASE SEE
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More than $10 million raised for UCF real estate school
TAYLOR VERNARSKY

(

Contributing Writer

Fundraising efforts from the
National Association of Industrial
and Office Properties Central Florida chapter have exceeded $10 million to create a School of Real Estate
forUCF.
NAlOP is the leading trade association for developers, owners and
other professionals in commercial
real estate. NAIOP members got
together years ago to push the idea
of creating a nationally renowned
real-estate program at UCF due to
its prominence and size.
·
Dan·Woodward, 2006 president

r

for the Central Florida chapter of
NAIOP and senior vice president for
the Trammell Crow Company, said
that it would be mutually beneficial
as UCF continues to grow.
"We feel it's a perfect location,"
Woodward said. "It's a natural pairing."
Central Florida has seen a population influx over the past few years
with people coming to raise families
or look for work.
"That's what drives real estate,"
Woodward said.
NAIOP members are big supporters of UCF and many have graduated from the university. Nan
McCoi:mick,
Jeff
McFadden,

Michael Beale and other members students with exposure to better
approached Thomas- Keon, dean for help study issues on a daily basis,
the College of Business Administra- Beale said. Students will be exposed
to cutting-edge teaching and will
tion ·
Beale, senior vice president for have working knowledge and overHighwoods Properties Inc. and 2005 . all understanding when they enter
NAIOP Central Florida president, the workforce.
said that the original plan was to
The Dr. P. Philips School of Real
start funded scholarships, but it Estate, as it will be called, is expectwent beyond that.
ed to teach all aspects and special'We decided it was good to have ties of real estate, Woodward said.
a curriculum in the school of busi- This gives students some good
ness,'' Beale said. ·~ program to insight on how the market works
attract the brightest professors and and a variety of choices for them to
students."
go into.
There's a need for more sophisti"Students should be exposed to
cation when it comes to real estate.
PLEASESEE MULTIPLE ON A3
Members wanted to reach out to

Community leaders from around Florida convened at the UCF Fairwinds Alumni Center Tuesday to separate avian
influenza fact from fiction
"There are few silver linings to the
kinds of tragedies and disasters that we
have experienced in the 21st century," said
Linda Chapin, Director of the UCF Metropolitan Center for Regional Stu~es. ''But if
there's anything to be said, they have
taught us to be prepared. We have to support those in our community whose job it
is to make certain that we are ready along
the way.'.'
Avian influenza, commonly referred to
as ''bird flu." is a H5Nl strain of influenza
that causes severe diseases in domesticated fowl There have been a number of confirmed cases of bird-to-human transmission that have resulted in death from the
avian influenza, but a majority of these
cases came from direct contact with
infected poultry.
Though, as the summit presented, the
risk is minimal, it is risk enough to mobilize the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, the World Health Organization, and the Department of State along
with regional agencies throughout the
United States and the world, to implement
contingency plans in the event of an outbreak.
Running four hours, the summit offered
an update on regional preparedness and
the opportunity to dispel myths and
stereotypes about impending doom versus
pandemic awareness.
The summit also served to present
other issues related to emergency preparedness, including the 2006 hurricane
season Joel Hass, CEO of the American
Red Cross of Central Florida took a straw
poll of conference attendees, "How many
have enough food in your homes for 72
hours,'' he asked, "What about for 10 to 14
days?''
The U.S. Government urges citizens to
have enough food and supplies to last 10 to
14 days if a regional or national emergency
is declared.
The ARC of Central Florida, in conjunction with the Florida Department of
Health and various related government
agencies, have short-and-long-range contingency plans related to impending disasters; and several are dedicated specifically
to the topic of the avian influenza.
But Haas argued all the preparedness
and planning by state agencies will be useless if the community leaders do not
respond alscr.
"We all have to be prepared for the
potential of catastrophic disaster that may
include the avian flu." Haas said. Adding
that a plan for avian flu can be applied to
other disasters.
.
Moderated· by John Bersia, Special
Assistant to the President for Global Perspectives, the Global, National, State, and
Local Strategies panel offered discussions
PLEASESEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and rwtices for
the UCF community

/orld Cup viewing continues
The International Services
:enter will host viewing par.es for the World Cup games
xlay from 9 a.m. until ll a.m.
nd 3 p.m. until 5 p.m., Tuesay, Wednesday and Thursay from 10 a.m. until noon
nd 3 p.m. until 5 p.m., and Friay from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m. at
1e Barbara Ymg Center.
For more information, call
'aul Schatz at 407-823-5491.

areer workshops galore
A resume workshop will
e held at 10 a.m. Tuesday follWed by a cover letter and
orrespondence workshop at
l a.m. and job search strateies workshop at 3 p.m. and a
areer expo success worksop
t 4 p.m., all in Ferrell Coma.ons Room 185.
Bring drafts of your
esume or cover letter to get
tie most out of these handsin workshops.
For more information,
•lease call Annie Ware at 40723-2361

ICFS weekly meeting
The United Christian Facilty and Staff is holding its
veekly meeting at noon Tueslay in the Llbrary Room 161.
For more information, conact David Metcalf at
1cfs@mailucf.edu

11vesting questions answered
Making Sense of Invenstng, a question and answer
ession presented by the Ben:fits Section of Human
sources, will be held from 9
until ll a.m. Wednesday
Egmont Key, Student
nion Room 224.
The panel will be comrised of investment profesionals from various retireent companies who are
repared to answer questions
ding investment options
d strategies.
Seating is limited. For
ore information, call Paul
ewman at 407-823-6591.

etworking, food, research
The 3rd Annual Summer
search Academy will hold a
earch Showcase and Netorking Reception froII\ 3:30
.m. until 5:30 p.m. Friday at
e Ferrell Commons Auditoum located across from the
CF Marketplace.
Faculty, staff, and students
e invited to join the acadey participants for food and
onversation as w~ll as presnt posters of their recenf
arch projects.
For more information, call
ary Price at 407-823-4396.

arty for a real good ·cause
The Leukemia and Lymhoma Society's Team in
· · will hold a fundraisr from 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. at
lingapours in Downtown
rlando.
For more information, call
hatindre Lapic at 407-380220.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
om you! If you have a club,
rganization or event and
t your information to be
onsidered for the Around
ampus column, send a fax to
07-447-4556 or an e-mail to
ditor@ucfnews.com. Deades are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
'u rsday edition, and 5 p.m.
riday for the Monday edition.

NATION&
WORLD
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OrlandoPhilharmoni~

brings back Beatles sound
NATALIE ZFAT
Variety Editor

Thirty-nine years after the release of
The Beatles' eighth album, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, a troupe
of professional rockers and the Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra hit the
Hard Rock Live to play this classic
album live.
The performance of the 39-minute
album. which is widely referred to as
the most influential rock record of all
time, drew a crowd ofl,500 Beatlemaniacs Satt.u"day night. It marked the first
sold out show for Classic Albums.Live,
a group of 70 Toronto-based musicians
that branch off and tour the country
playing anything from Neil Young to
Nirvana.
Not a bad present for the troupe,
which coincidentally celebrated its
two-year anniversary with the Hard
Rock the same night.
Accompanying them were 36 members of the Orlando Philharmonic
Orchestra, Central Florida's resident
orchestra, which appear in over a hun:..
dred performances each year.
Although the Beatles fest wa5 different
from their usual classical .presentations, the OPO swept the audience off
their feet to earn a lengthy standing
ovation for conductor Harold Levin.
"The Beatles were really revolutionary in terms of using classical instruments in their recordings," Levin said
in an interview with the Orlando Sentinel "In a song like 'When I'm SixtyFour,' there was only a clarinet, bass
clarinet and tuba-three solo classical
instruments. Yet in the other stuff, they
used the full orchestra and the string
section. Each of the songs is different."
The concert included the full track
list from Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band and about an hour of other
Beatles hits, including "Here Comes
the Sun," "I Am the Walrus," "Hey
Jude:• and ''All You Need Is Love.;'
Classic Albums Live series ere-

ROQK & ·ROLL
RE ..CITAL

JAMES ANDRES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE '

The Orlando Philhannonic Orchestra backs up Classic Albums live rockers Rob Phillips and Craig Martin at Saturday's cover
concert ofThe Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's LDnely Hearts Club Bond album. This marked Classic Albums.Live's first.sold-out show.

ator/guitarist Craig Martin reflected on
From the musicians view, the only difthe show during intermiss~on.
ference between the 2006 audience and
"Tonight was heavy," Martin told the · the 1967 one were the illuminated cell
audience of niostly baby boomers. "Go phones waving in place of lighters.
to our website and let's talk about it. · The show was concluded with the
Help us keep this buzz alive."
Beatles cover of . the Topnotes/Isley
But the buzz was already strong.
Brothers "Twist and Shout" and a colorFans shrieked as if the original four ful burst of confetti that erupted onstage.
were standing before them, some even
The dual efforts of the Orlando Philabandoning their seats to lean an elbow harmonic Orchestra and Classic Albums
on the edge of the stage. Other attendees Llve were a success: They demonstrated
held up peace signs at the end of songs that the sanctity of Beatles songs is timeand joined hands with fans in the rows less, and will please an audience from
behind them.
both yesterday and today.

Staff Writer

****•

After breaking onto the Stateside scene
two ye~s ago with their debut album.
Hopes and Fears, and a subsequent Grammy nomination, Keane returns with Under
The Iron Sea, a follow-up sure to please
fans without shutting out newcomers,
thanks to its rousing piano-driven sound
and reflective temperament.
All the fevered passion evident on
Hopes returns to Sea, yet it seems to be
molded with a newfound exuberance that
permeates even its most mellow moments.
The band still features piano and keyboard
dominance, proficiently played by Tim
Rice-Oxley and frequently accompanied
by Richard Hughes on drums, in place of

traditional guitar that tends to dominate
alternative pop/rock, and the unexpected
liveliness of Hughes, Rice-Oxley and Tom
Chaplin providing pensive vocals brings
out even greater resemblance to Coldplay
and U2 (for whom they had opened on
their previous tour), while maintaining its
own distinct sound
This time around, the band embraces
the notion that anguish doesn't necessarily have to succumb to angst, pairing their
decidedly dour l)'rics with a optimistic
harmony that belies the doubt-ridden
words with a vigor and conviction that had
gone previously unheard
After opening with the relatively
somber '1\.tlantic," the energy becomes
apparent with their second track, "Is It
Any Wonder", a stirring single that
demonstrates their sudden buoyancy in
spite of contemplative vibes, a trend that

continues immediately following with
"Nothing In My Way'' and particularly
later on with "Crystal Ball" That tone persists to a stable degree on their calmer
tracks, including '1\. Bad Dream," '"fry
Again," and the remarkably restrained sensibility of "Hamburg Song.''
As a corresponding piece to Fears, this
establishes and develops a notable emotional arc for the band, marked most dis·
tinctively by "Put It Behind You.'' For running just under an hour, Sea packs more of
a punch in that time than few other albums
can claim, all the while demonstrating tlie
sincere growth of Keane in terms of both
talent and timbre. To paraphrase a song
from their previous album. everybody's
changing and· they don't sound the same,
andmthiscase,cruingeisgood.
Under the Iron Sea, by Keane is available in store~ Tuesday.

LOCAL WEATHER
Today·

High:89°
low:76°

Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL

ISOLATED T-STORMS

Today: Partly cloudy with a chance of
Winds east-southeast
SCATTERED T-STORMS thunderstorms.
at five to ten mph.
High: 87° low: 75° · Tonight: Thunderstorms, especially
around midnight.

High:90°
low:76°

Wednesday
ISOLATED T-STORMS

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The
Episcopal Church on Sunday
elected
Nevada
Bishop
Katharine Jefferts Schori as
the first female chief pastor of
the denomination and the first
female leader in the history of
the world Anglican Communion.
The choice of Schori as
presiding bishop complicates
the already difficult relations
between 't he
American
denominatiori and its fellow
Anglicans.
Only two other Anglican
provinces - New Zealand
and Canada - have female
b~ops, although a handful of
other provinces allow women
to serve in the post. Still, there
are many Anglican leaders
who believe women should
not be priests.
Schori was elected during
the Episcopal General Convention, where delegates have
been debating whether to
appease Anglican leaders by,
agreemg to stop ordaining gay
bishops - for now. In 2003, .
the Americans angered the
Anglican world by electing the
first openly gay bishop - V.
Gene Robinson of New .
Hampshire.
Episcopal bishops elected ,
Schori on the fifth ballot in a
95-93 vote then presented her
to delegates for confirmation.
That consent is nearly always
given, however some delegates may voice objections.
The presiding bishop represents the Episcopal Church
in meetings with other Anglican leaders and with leaders of
other religious groups. But the
presiding bishop's power is
limited because of the democratic nature of the church.
The General Convention is the
top Episcopal policy-making
body and dioceses elect their
own bishops.
Membership in the Episcopal Church, as in other mainline Protestant groups, has
been declining for years and
has remained overwhelmingly · •
white. More than a quarter of
the 23 million parishioners are
age 65 or older.
•

...

Newest national monument a
scenic wonder, but few can visit
HONOLULU
The
newest national monument
boasts_ crystalline blue water,
unspoiled islands with white
sand beaches and vast reefs
teeming with marine life,
including 7,000 species found
nowhere else on Earth.,
Hawaiians are unsure how
much access they will ~ve.
Remoteness is one factor,
as the islands are scattered
across 1,400 miles of the Pacific. .
No public flights have landed at the sole airport, on Midway Atoll, since 2002, and
cruise ships make only occasional stops.
·
Federal authorities also
have long put strict limits on
who can set foot in the area to
protect its endangered monk
seals, nesting green sea turtles
and other rare species, along
PLEASESEE
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at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
is conducting a study comparing the

effects of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation. We are now
recruiting women.
Participants Receive
•
•
•

$300.00
Health Screening
Complete Blood Worl<
, To qualify you must be female,
oveiweight, between 20-60 years
of age and othelWise healthy.
You must be able to participate
in2 overnight stays.
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"Home resales
hit record again:"

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITIJTE

•

Episcopalians elect first female
leader in Anglican history

Keen on Keane? Dive into The Iron Sea
WILLIAM GOSS

•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

~I)
DONHTION
We are Loving Donation,a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the'world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of amost generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, thefeeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selflessgesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be anon-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Lindsay.

Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.
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Get Your

Florida Real Estate License
and work your own schedule!
Weekend and Evening Classes Available
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"
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Small Classes - Computer Practice E~ams

Special UCF Disco~nt
Florida Institute
Quarterly RealEstate Educa~on

~

•
;;

·

... ..
....
'

of Professional Studies
1

·~

·'.
1

Call 407-481-8015
~

>

Edgewater Corporate Center
5372 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, FL 32804

'

"

Ph (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016

www.fl-institute.com
~!
•
Accredited by The J\D;lerican Association of Professiopal Schools, Inc.
llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili8iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill!lllr.
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Plant sale partially funded
project; volunteers needed
FROM A1

. )

"I hate to see the destruction of Florida, and I think it's
very educational for the public
to learn about different plant
regions from across the
world," she said
Friends of the Arboretum is.
a nonprofit organization that
assists the arboretum with
fundraising and education.
"We need volunteers and
more people to come out and
help," Rolly said. "There is a
unique environment in Florida
and more people need to
understand it instead of
destroying it."
A 2005 plant sale helped
raise money for many of the
Arboretum's projects, including the biogeographical garden. Hundreds of exotic bonsai
plants and trees, shrubs, ferns
and specialty plants were
available.
Most of the plants we

ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR~

Aplant sale, donations helped pay for the expansion of the arboretum. The arboretum will
remain open during the renovations and additions.

donated by local nurseries and
individual growers to support
the restoration of the Arboretum.

"I saved a small amount of
bonsai trees for a permanent
bonsai display in the Japanese
garden," Sharman said. "The
vision about the garden is fantastic."

But this project will be a
continuous one, Q!tlgley said
"The gardens are in the
works now, and will continue
to be an ongoing process,"
Quigley said "We hope more
and more pE!ople would come
by and enjoy our trails. There
is always something blooming
out here."

Multiple facets of real estate to be
taught; search on for endowed chair
$600,000 to the school. Additional payments will be made
all aspects," WoodWard said
to the UCF Foundation Inc. A
Keon says that the school is starting balance of $380,000
essential in helping students to was made with the remaining
work and function in the real- balance to be paid over the
estate environment.
next four years.
Contributions were imporDr. Philips Inc. agreed to
tant and necessary for the donate $2.5 million which,
school to be funded, Keon combined with the state
said
matching funds, will fund the
"It's not possible to do it on Howard Philips Eminent
state funds,'' Keon said
Scholar Chair and the Dr. P.
Nancy Gabriel, director of Philips Institute of Research
Major Gifts for the College of and Education in Real Estate.
Business
Administration, Additional funding will go to
assisted Keon and collected internships, scholarships and
the various charitable gifts and graduate assistantships.
commitments to fund the ·
An anonymous $2 million·
school
pledge will go to endow the
''We're continuing to work Thomas D. Garofalo Institute
with people with real estate to for Economic Competitivefund this,'' Gabriel said
ness, which will involve
NAIOP
committed research of real estate market
FROM

Al

values.
These donations, combined
with the state matching funds, ·
result in the $10 million funding received so far. Gabriel
expects· more funding to take
place.
"There's always a need for
more funding for an institute
like this,'' Gabriel said
The school is expected to
provide the best and brightest
students for potential labor in
the workforce and access for
employment by NAIOP members. Many members see this
as an ongoing association with
UCF.
"We're very excited about
this program," Woodward said
A search has begun for an
endowed chair, Keon said. The
program is expected to begin
next stim.mer.

c;;

International ~tu~enu A~miation

l.':-il\'EHSITY OF CE'.\TH:\I. FLOHIU:\

Schedule of Events
Date

Times

Teams

June 19

9-11am, 12-2pm &
3pm-5pm

Togo vs. Switzerland J Saudi Arabia vs. Ukraine I Spain vs. Tunisia

June 20

10am-12pm

Costa R'i'ca vs. Poland I Ecuadorvs. Germany

June 20

3pm-5pm

June 21

10am-12pm

June 21

3pm-5pm

June 22

10am-12pm

araguay vs. lirintdad & Tobago I SWeden vs. J:ngland
lran vs. Angola I Portugal vs . Mexico

Ivory (foastvs. Serbja & Montenegro I

N~therlands

vs. Argentina

Czech Republic vs. Italy I Ghana vs. United States

June 22

Croatia vs. Austra1iaJ Japan vs. <Brazil

June 23

3--5pm

June 26

11am-1pm &

June 27

11am-1pm & 3-5pm

Round of 16 (Tearns TB..I\)

June 30

11am-1pm & 3-5pm

Quartes Final (T earns TBA)
Quat'ter Final (T earns TBA)

July 1
July 5

3pm-5pm

Semi Final (Teams TBA)

July 8

3pm-5pm

Third Place (Teams il"M)

July 9

2pm-4pm

Final (Teams TBA)

CrtSfers·
FRESH

SALADS

AND

SUCH

Try the new food at Crispers ..• it's HOT!
Most of us don't remember our college years as being times
of transcendent culinary experience. We fondly recall
last night's pizza, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamous
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal mel~down.
Those days are over: Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers ... hot main dish items that are quick,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations you just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money, and try them all.

Use the

coupons
-today,

and go
gourmet:.

Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers ...
•The new Big BIG baked potato, a super-sized spud,
_ covered with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
savory pot roast in gravy, and lots more.
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but Crispers does.
Nine varieties, with toppings including Hawaiian, Parmesan Crisp, Spicy Shrimp,
Margherita, and tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches,
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

You are what you eat.
Don't forget our garden-fresh salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches,
. and overstuffed wraps, too.
Plus a huge selection of frozen trea~s.

r-$2 0

WINTER PARK

ph ( 407) 6 73-4100

. \G~~.~r~~:ff

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM

~

SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

ORLANDO

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
AEGAL l O

ALAFAYA

•
S E MORAN BLVD.

To see all our menu selections,
click on www.~crispers.com.
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Utah's colleges not expected to
grow over next 12 years

1

SALT LAKE CITY Enrollment at Utah's colleges
and universities is expected
to grow little over the next l2
years as the number of residents age 18 to 24 remains
relatively flat in that same
time period, a new study predicts.
Those projections concern state policymakers who
fear declining college enroll.ment may limit the state's
economic growth.
University of Utah econofmist Pam Perlich studied
enrollment trends and found
college enrollment· growth
·isn't expected to make significant gains until about 2018.
' That's largely the result of
Ia lack of residents who will
be 18 to 24 years old, when
most students attend college.
· The la:st surge in that pop:ulation group hit colleges in
1the 1990s, and members of
.that group are now forming
;households, Perlich said.
But the percentage of the
total population enrolling in
1
college already is declining.
.That ttend promises to con.tinue because much of the
1state's population growth is ·
'made up of immigrants with
low levels of educational
:attainment whose children
'traditionally have been less
likely than non-immigrants
Ito finish high school and
attend college, she said. ·

Former Texas professor gets 10
;years in prison for theft; fraud
1

HOUSTON - A former
·tenured English professor at
:Texas Southern University
'was sentenced to a 10-year
prison term for stealing thou;sands from school programs
1she managed.
· Dottie Malone Atkins, 66,
:admitted to stealing $38,000.
i Prosecutors say Atkins stole
1as much as $76,000.
The theft is connected
:with fraudulent requisitions
Ishe created and consultant
fees she was paid while serv1ing as director of the Mickey
Leland Center on World
'.Hunger and Peace, plus two
'.other programs, said Harris
1County prosecutor Donna
·Goode.
: Atkins' attorney blamed a
1gambling addiction for the
1theft. .
Atkins lost about $355,000
1gambling in about two years.
: She pleaded guilty to theft by
1a public servant in April and
;was sentenced on Friday.

Tribal colleges growth spurred
on by natjve economic dout

1

PAWNEE, OKLA. - Worki ing full time with a family to
.support, Cedric Sunray said
: he didn't have much time to
· work on a college degree.
~ · Still, the desire was there,
:.and Sunray, 31, said he rushed
l to be one of the 90 people
.. enrolled in the Pawnee
':Nation College when it start·. ed classes last fall.
"I wouldn't do it anywhere
else;• Sunray said. "'Iiibal colleges offer classes that are
historically not offered anywhere and tribal colleges
r depend on workforce students."
Flepng sovereignty and
, economic clout spurred in
some cases by Indian gaming, tribal colleges are grow' ing around the country.
Nationally, there were ilo
tribal colleges before 1968.
·Today, there are more than
·three dozen in the U.S. and
one in Canada. Oklahoma,
which didn't have a tnbal college until 2002, now has four
seeking accreditation and
financing.
Tribal colleges developed
along with a growth in American Indian5 seeking higher
education. American Indiaµ·
enrollment in universities
more than doubled during
the past 25 years, according
to the National Center for
Education Statistics.
Simultaneously, enrollment in tribal colleges
increased 62 percent in the
past decade, according to the
higher education · consortium.
Todd Fuller, president of
Pawnee Nation College, said
he expected enrollment at his
college, to grow at least 40
percent this fall.
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Myriam Ibrahim, a 28-year-old Sudanese mother of triplets, feeds her daughter Fardous at
El Fasher Therapeutic Feeding Center in the Darfur town of El Fasher, Sudan Thursday.
FROM

Al

with some 14 million nesting
·
seabirds.
President Bush created the
vast marine sanctuary last
week.
"It is a place to maintain
biodiversity and to maintain
basically the nurseries of the
Pacific," said Conrad C. Lautenbacher, head of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, which will
manage nearly all of the protected area
The few people familiar
with the riches held by the
string of islands - Hawaiians
who revere the area,
researchers and a handful of
fishermen - are waiting to
f'md out how the area's new
st~tus will affect their access
to the area
William. Aila, who has been
fighting to protect the area
. since 1986, was pleased the
president provided the maximum protection for the area
He said commercial fishing
doesn't belong in the islan~
and the president was right to
put a five-year phase-out on
the eight or nine permits in
effect for the area·
But Aila said he is concerned about what traditional
Hawaiian fishermen will be
allowed to do in the area.
According to the president's
proclamation: ''.Any monument resource harvested from
the monument will be consumed in the monument."
· Scientists also want to
know more about the declaration's effects.
"We don't know the details
of what this designation will
mean for the research. But
we're hopeful that we'll be
able to continue a robust
research project up there,"
said Malia Rivera, just
returned last weekend from a
three-week research trip to
the islands with the University of Hawaii's Hawaii Institute
of Marine Biology.
The area is one of the few
places in the world where
researchers can experience
such an untouched marine
environment, she said.

Infant triplets overcome malnutrition at Darfur feeding center

EL FASHER, Sudan Stress and hunger left Myriam
Ibrahim with no milk for the
newborns. They were beginning to starve when a doctor
with the U.N. Children's Fund
found them two weeks ago in
their town, Mellit, and
brought them 30 miles south
to a feeding center in El Fasher, the capital of North Darfur.
When they were found,
U.S.,Japan warn North Korea in
light of potential missile tests
Fayrous weighed just over 5
pounds. Her sister Fardous .
SEOUL, South Korea North Korea appeared close was smaller. The smallest,
Sunday to test-firing a long- Fawzia, weighed just 3
range missile capable of pounds, 5 ounces. Her head
reaching the ·U.S., prompting still looks huge in contrast to
the White House to warn of her tiny trunk and twig-like
an appropriate response and arms and legs covered by disJapan to threaten a "fierce" tended skin.
More than 180,000 people
protest to the United Nations.
A test launch of what is have died in Darfur since
believed to be a Taepodong-2 2003. Most were women and
missile would inflame a children killed by conflictregion already tense over the related malnutrition and disNorth's continuing nuclear ease, aid workers said.
While a huge relief effort
weapons program.
"There are signs" of an reduced hunger and malnutriimminent missile launch, Jung tion last year from 22 percent
Tae-ho, a spokesman at the' ofthe region's population to l2
South Korean president's percent, aid workers say they
office, told The Associated will face an immediate crisis if
it goes back to 15 percent.
·
Press.
El Fasher's feeding center
He added that security officials were "closely watching has some 40 beds for mothers
the situation."
and their emaciated infants.
"Our number of cases has
The North last conducted
such a launch in August 1998. more than doubled since early
Pyongyang imposed a mora- May," said Jamal Abdallah, the
torium on testing long-range Sudanese doctor who runs the
clinic. "There isn't a single
missiles in 1999.
The
White
House free space."
Intravenous tubes feed
spokesman said Sunday the
U.S. expected the North to each infant antibiotics and
other medicines because
abide by that freeze.
'We do not want to have a many have severe diseases,
missile test out of North including_ malaria or tubercuKorea," Tony Snow told Fox losis, the doctor said. A tube
News Sunday. "The North through the nose delivers liqKoreans themselves decided uid proteins, because malnuin 1999 that they would place a trition has sapped the infants
moratorium on this kfud of of the energy to eat and their
testing, and we expect them to organs can't process normal
· babyfood.
maintain the moratorium."
"In phase one, babies don't
President Bush, national
security adviser Stephen gain weight. We just turn
Hadley and Secretary of State them back into human beings,
Condoleezza Rice have been so they can eat and cry again,"
in contact with more than a Abdallah said.
dozen countries and commu- ASSOCIATED PRESS

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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nicated with North Korea
through the U.N. representa- ·
tive, SQ.ow said.
"If they go ahead with a
test, then we will have to
respond properly and appropriately at the time," Snow
told CNN's Late Edition.
Asked if he could explain
what that meant, Snow
replied, ''No."
The Taepodong-2 is the
North's most advance missile
and is capable of reaching
pans of the U.S. with a light
payload.
·
Japan's largest newspaper,
Yomiuri, reported Sunday that
U.S. and Japanese officials
have confirmed that North
Korea has assembled what is
believed to be a Thepodong-2,
with two stages at the launch
site, based on photos from
satellites.
North Korean officials
talked Sunday about increasing the country's "military
deterrent" during a meet~g
celebrating the anniversary of
leader Kim Jong 11 starting
work in the communist party, .
the North's official Korean
Central News Agency said.
"The (North) Korean army
and people will do their best
to increase the military deterrent with sharp vigilance to
cope with the moves of the
US., which is hell-bent on
provocations for war," said
Choe Thae Bok, secretary of
the Central Committee of the
Workers' Party of Korea
"If the enemies ignite a war
eventually, the Korean army
• and people will mercilessly
wipe out the aggressors and
give vent to the deep-rooted
grudge of the nation," Choe
was quoted as saying by the
North Korean news agency.

6-10pm
Courtyard by Marriott
UCF, Classroom A
(Just behind the
Burger King on University)
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'Emerging Leader of the Year' $$
finalists include UCF student
Stanberry involved in clubs, role model for community
)

and inspiration for all UCF
Knights."
Stanberry had a .cousin who
UCF student Charlyn M.
was ChiefJus~ce of the SGA at
Stanberry was recently recogthe time she first came to UCF.
·nized as an emerging leader in
At the same time, another girl
the Central Florida community
from Paxon was_ heavily
by· eWomenNetwork, the skills.
involved in SGA This allowed
largest network of femaleStanberry graduated high Stanberry the opportunity to
owned business women in school in 2002 and enrolled at get involved very early on with
North America
UCF. The transition from LEAD Scholars.
"I had an oppmtunity to netStanberry is one of two Paxon to UCF went very
finalists to represent the
work with people
Orlando community at
before school started,"
the International Femtor
Stanberry said.
Awards Gala for the 6th
One lesson she
Annual eWomenNetlearned during her
time at UCF is to surwork International Conround herself with difference and Business
ferent types of people
Expo in Dallas, Texas
and to appreciate
from July 13 to July 15.
everyone who comes
For being nominated
in her community, Stanand everyone who is
unique,
Stanberry
berry already has a oneyear membership with
said.
Another lesson she
eWomenNetwork and
will be recognized on
learned to is to be true
stage in front of about
to oneself and not
2,000 female business
change for any person
or organization that
owners. If selected as
the
International
they may already be
''Emerging Leader of the
in. Instead, they
Year," she will win an
should try to find their
award package worth
place in the group.
$15,000.
Stanberry has been
Valarie King, director
a member of the Presfor the Office ofDiversiident
Leadership
ty Initiatives, nominated
Council for three
years, just recently
Stanberry. King is good
friends with Saralyn
being named Chair.
Collins, general managBRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Other involvements
er for the Orlando chap- Charlyn Stanberry poses next to a Greek Life display. She was
include being in SGA
ter of eWomenNetwork. recognized as an emerging leader in Central Ffori~a.
her first two years and
Following the nominabeing heavily involved
tion, Stanberry had a phone smoothly, Stanberry said. Her with the Black Female Develinterview with Collins.
high school friends and class- opment Circle since her freshStanberry said she is excited mates also decided to attend man year.
about the reward because she UCF.
She. started her own organigets mentor out of it. She can
'We still have that high zation in the National Council
also receive help and facilita- school connection," Stanberry of Negro Women and is a
tion when time comes for her said.
member of the Pi Psi chapter of
to start her own business. Stan"She has a very loving and Alpha Kappa Alpha.
berry also wants to get very genuine personality," said
Ashley Hudgins, Stanberinvolved with others.
Sandra Miles, a friend and ry's roommate and sorority sis"I'm a very social person," mentor to Stanberry, graduated ter, said she looks to Stanberry
she said. "But most of all, I like from UCF and now works at
PLEASE SEE STUDENT ON A7
helping people."
FSU. "She's a great role model
Stanberry is originally from
Jacksonville, Fla She attended
the Paxon School for Advanced
Studies where she was senior
class president and Miss
Paxon, a school pageant based
on talent and communication

TAYLOR VERNARSKY
Contributing Writer
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Co111e into the UCF Bookstore
after you co111plete your
Su1T1111er A,C,and D courses
to receive up ·to 50°/o cash
back* for your textbooks.
*Books being used for next term, up to the enrollment for the
course, will receive 50% of the original selling price at buybac::k.
Books not being used for next term will be given the
wholesale price based on national demand.

N~

one pays 111ore!

UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665 www.ucf .bkstore.com
Summer Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am-5: 00pm

UCF

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

BRING I NG

Bookstore
Your On-ca111pus Store

UCF
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Cool. Calm. Collected. That's the feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses .
We prep a re you for a high er s core on th e GRE: GMAT, LSAT. MCAT or SAT. ..
at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of wh at you'll pay
with most national test prep ch a ins. So while. preparing for the big exam is
sma rt, prepa ring with UCF Test Pr ep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST or visit
www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online u sing Priority Code 080 4F
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WALK IN CLINIC BY UCF CAMPUS
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{next to planet smoothie)
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Optics, photonics' summer wQrkshops
fill gaps left in more traditional studies
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Bioimaging, glass science, LCD screens three of the topics covered over 8 days
ANDREW VAN WART
StaffWriter

The UCF Chemistry department, in collaboration with the
Department of Photonics and
Optics, recently hosted an indepth workshop program in
attempt to promote interest in
specific disciplines of chemistry.
The program targeted third
and fourth-year PhD students
and post-doctorate students
while at the same time providing chemistry enthusiasts with
the rare opportunity to work
with materials otherwise
unavailable.
Recruitment for the workshop involved seeking out eligi..:
ble students at UCF and
around the country, and even
internationally.
These workshops, which
took place June 4 until June 11,
focused on research educatiqn
in the field of photonics and
optics and provided students
with rare opportunities to work
with materials that are used in
some of the most cutting-edge,
emerging technology ip <levelopment.
"We wanted to provide
things that don't happen in students'
academic
career
research studies," said Kevin
Belfield, UCF Department
Chair and professor of ·c hemistry. ''.At UCF we are uniquely ·
positioned to offer a strong
research program because of
our expertise in optics and
photonics."
Originally, the chemistry
and the optics and photonics
departments had targeted 25
students for this opportunity;
but student enthusiasm for the
week-long program prompted
them to increase the cap to 32.
Funding for the program
was provided by the American
Chemical Society's Petroleum
Research Fund UCF was one
of four non-profit institutions
to be awarded a grant for a

•
•

BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

materials research education
program.
ln addition to the workshops, the ACS PRF Summer
School on optic, photonic, and
electronic materials featured
numer ous lectures given by
experts in each field both from
UCF and other schools around
the country.
A lecture and presentation
WCI$ given on the subject of
LED and LCD displays, which
are technologies being implemented in present day computing devices. .
Glass science was another
topic addressed in one of the
presentations, specifically the
propertiesofglassasrtpertains
to information storage and
optical communications.
"If one makes international
calls or hooks up to the Internet
through a broadband connection, that information is sent
through an optical connection."
said Belfield ''.And as common
as glass is [in communication
technology], it's not typically
covered in either an undergrad
or graduate curriculum."
Carbon nanotubes and their
applicat ions was another subject covered in the ACS PRF
Summer School program.

Some major issues covered:

Contributing Writer
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These nanotubes are a techriology used in the assembly of
advanced nanocircuits and are
implemented in nano-electronics fot computing in the smallest devices ever created
A presentation was also
given on materials used in photolithography, which are used
to pattern integrated circuit
boards used in computing
devices.
Tutorials were also given on
new materials used in bioimaging, which is a field that
focuses on usin:g high-tech .
devices to obtain images from
the hunian body which usually
relate to the identification and
prospective elimination of
harmful cells.
''We use a similar technology [at UCF] to make light-activated cancer agents,'' Belfield
said "These agents are mainly
used to treat cancer that is difficult for surgeons to get to."
Chemotherapy drugs have
such harmful side effects that
there is a dire need for an alternate method for dealing with
and eliminating cancer cells.
Photonic research aims to do
just that, he said
"These are all important
fields for the future in order for

the U.S. to remain competitive
with other countries,'' Belfield
said
Another lecture dealt with
multilayer recording, which is a
means by which data can be ·
stored on a given medium in
layers. Belfield said ·· that
although the technology will
have a wide array of functions,
it can be thought. of as 'a
replacement for storage media
like flash drives and even dis'p lay media such as DVDs.
Thi.s type of data .storage
research, Belfield said, is highly
important in the technological
realm as there a considerable
demand for data storage solutions that offer a large amount"
of storage space on a small
amount of physical material ,
"Our objective is to get ultra
high density discs," Belfield
said as he presented a 3D animation on his laptop illustrating a photochromic system,
which relates to the layering of
bits on top of each other
through high-density data storage.
To learn more about the
multilayering and high-density
data storage research visit
http://www.cas.ucf.edu /chemistry
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Environmental symposium examines
global wealth, lack of Earth's resources
JENNIFER ALVIRA

5

•

Thirty-two PhD and post-doctorate students attended t~e workshops. UCF Optics Professor Shin-Tson Wu, above, works with some of them.

Saving mother earth means
'more than just ·turning off
lights or recycling soda cans,
said the founder of the Rainforest Action Network in an environmental symposium June 11.
"If we don't take care of
nature there will be no economy," Randy Hayes said "That is
what's at stake. This is a lifeand-death situation."
Travelers from all over
Florida brought questions like
"what damage have we done to
our earth?" and ''what can we
do to reverse those damages?"
to an interactive symposium
called ''.Awakening the Dreamer - Changing the Dream"
held at the Florida Solar Energy
Center next to UCF's Cocoa
campus.
The symposium was hosted
by Ross Mccluney, principal
research scientist at FSEC, and
developed by The Pachamama
Alliance. The Alliance is an
international group committed
to increasing awareness of the
withering state of our earth.
The group is from the Amazon
region of Ecuador, and. is made
up mostly of elder indigenous
leaders.
. The symposium's goal was
to ''bring forth an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human
presence on the planet"
through stimulating group discussions, video clips of scientists, and recent statistics made
to touch the hearts of all who
. attend
"Our l.ntention is to support
you in that vision [of a better
earth],'' said symposium facilitator Marguerite Chandler. "To
provide a new way to see the
biggest problems earth faces
that mankind has ever faced"
Such problems examined
included the increase of global
population after the Black
Plague, and during the industrial age. In a symposium chart,
participants were able to see
firsthand population numbers
plummeting after the Black
Plague, and grow rapidly once
machines and technology
began to appear. Guests

• Global population has increased rapidly since the industrial age.
Technological advances in medicine are one of the reasons for this increase.
• Global wealth trends showed the top one percent of wealthy people are
getting richer, while the bottom 20 percent of people's wages are
decreasing. This trend, according to a symposium facilitator, affects the
functioning of our democracy.
~ Global resources, like fossil fuels, are steadily depleting. People are unable

to realize the severity of the situation, another symposium facilitator told
the attendees.
· • Plastic products harm the environment because they do not decompose
like paper or wood products would.
moaned at a global wealth and ings as, "growth is good,"
income trends chart, but "money is happiness" and
gasped after finding ' out that "more is better."
Earth's resources are getting
the top one percent of wealthy
people are becoming "super down to the wire and people
rich" while the bottom 20 'per- think that these resources are
cent of people's wages are limitless, Traband said "If we
are consuming way more than
declining.
"Real wages are decreasing,'' we need, there won't be any for
Chandler said. "Wealth is future generations."
One symposium participant
affecting the functioning of our
already knew environmental .
democracy."
Beyond the fairness and issues are spiraling out of conequality between people, the trol, but said she was surprised
symposium focused on the at the rate of destruction.
''.A lot of what's being said
tossing ofplastic products back
into our environment, toxins l'm aware of," said UCF profespolluting our air and the sor Mary Romjue "But it's
increasing threat of water alarming to find out how fast
this is happening, it's someshortages.
''Water is recedillg and run- thing new that I want to share
ning dry, we are over pumping with my students."
·
Another participant said the
our aquifers," said symposium
facilitator Lee 1raband ''We've problems presented are notheliminated over 70 percent of ing new. lt's our higher-ranking
officials that need to witness
our forests in the last decade."
Symposium guests watched the problems up-close for any
a video clip on Julia Butterfly changes to be made.
"From my perspective, none
Hill, who spent 738 days in, a
tree in an effort to show the of this information is probably
depletion of our rainforests, · new to the people in the room,''
discussing the careless tossing said Cammie Donaldson, a
of plastic containers back into guest from Melbourne. "They
have already become educated,
our environment.
''The lid from a plastic con- what we are here for is to edutainer could come from an cate our business leaders and
indigenous culture, the plastic tell them to get this informawrap people use for sandwich- tion,"
Resources won't always be
es could come from a tree, and
then it's used and thrown back around, but if people educate
again,'' Hill said "People don't themselves on the current conunderstand what this is doing dition of our planet we can help
to om earth, plastic doesp.'t better the future of our world,
Traband said. "Earth can't be
decompose," she said
Later, Participants were saved if people are not educatpaired into groups used to dis- ed on the problems that lie
cuss environmental assump- much d~eper than the eye can
tio6s, which included such say- see.
·' )
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guaranteed
or your money back **

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
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Attend all required classes or make-up sessions , complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior of ficial test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition~* It's t hat simple.

LSAT: Classes Starting 7 /8/06, 8/23/06 & 8 /24/06
GMAT: Classes Starting 7 /1 1 /06, 9/17/06 & 10/ 17 /06
GRE: Classes Starting 7 /8/06, 8/2/06 & 8/24/06
DAT/OAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06
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World Leader in Test Prep
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KAPLAN
*Test nomes are registered trodemarkS of their r~pective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan 's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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Lifestyle makes
colleges high risk
FROM A1
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related to the origins of the
avian influenza, including presentations by David Wlilll, U.S.
Department of State analyst
and Middle East/North Africa
specialist on the department's
Avian Influenza Action Group..
The new task force was
established earlier this year to
coordinate the U.S. preparedness and response to avian
influenza and the threat of a
global human influenza pandemic.
Wmn urged all those with
questions to seek answers
within the pages of the United
States Department of Health
and Human Services, Pandemic'Influenza Plan, a 396-page
document outlining national,
state, and local strategies outlined by the Government's disaster operational planning
units.
The panel agreed that
Orlando is at the forefront of a
possible spread due to its
.annual influx of international
visitors to the various tourist
attractions. If a pandemic does
reach Central Florida, the
thousands of hotel beds may
need to be used for quarantine
stations if hospitals overflow.
While the national, state,
and local strategies are in
order, many attendees looked
to the UCF response to a possible outbreak.
Dr. Michael Deichen, Associate Director of Clinical Services at the UCF Health Services Center, is currently in
partnership with the Depart-·
ment of Environmental Health
and ,Safety, Orange County
Public Health Department,
and other essential departments at U(:F to develop com-

prehensive plans to best protect the health and well being
of the campus community.
Deichen promoted a UCF
Health Services Center Web
site dedicated solely to the·
issue of the avian influenza,
www.shs.ucf.edu/services_aVi
· anflu.htm. ·
University populations are
most at risk for an influenza
outbreak because of the close
proximity in living quarters,
high-stress lifestyles, and poor
eating habits, which all lead to
weakened immune systems, he
said.
Local health officials and
UCF related personnel will
host a mock vaccination drill
in August, and public health
forums are proposed in Fan
2007 to prepare the University
community. The drill will
serve as an opportunity for
UCF students and faculty to
practice receiving inoculations
in the emergency plan's recom.mended 48-hour inoculation period.
Summit panelists were
impressed with UCF's current
expansion plans, including
revised distance learning capabilities and regional campuses,
and concurred that the University's long-range goals are
exactly what needs to be
accomplished for emergency
preparedness.
"I believe UCF is the epi•
center of progress," said Haas.
''Not only in the state of Florida, but in the United States for
what a university can do to
bring economic change and
growth to the region."
The summit will have follow up events as the Florida
emergency-preparedness
community updates the UCF
community.

Student credits advisers,
boss.for success, passion
and later an administrator at a
university.
like a big sister. Stanberry has
"I'm very passionate as far
the ability to make an impact in as education goes," Stanberry
other people's lives, Hudgins said. "My true passion is edusaid. "She puts others before cation and helping people
herself."
·
learn." .
Stanberry credits much of
Stanberry hopes to start a
her development at UCF' to professional and leadership
Germayne Ci::ow-Graham, who development
consulting
Stanberry refers to as a mother agency and a non-profit organfigUre. Graham, a psychologist ization · for ·at-risk girls. She
. at the Counseling Center and wants to teach etiquette, leadadviser for the BFDC, helped ership development and health
her blossom, Stanberry said.
to those in neighborhoods
Stanberry gives credit to where such things are not
her boss Belinda Bosfon, inter- available.
im director at the Office of.Fra"I want to teach them early
ternity' and Sorority µfe, and on," Stanberry said, "So then
Nancy Marshall, adviser for later in life, that won't be a facthe PLC, who descnbes Stan- tor as far as their success."
berry as being poised, polBy teaching at-risk girls to
ished, professional and full of focus on a positive and profespride with so much to give to sional standpoint, Stanberry
the community.
said it will help them with their
"Her peers respect her," success so they don't run into
Marshall said. "She's a future trouble.
,•
Stanberry said that coming
leader for the Central Florida
to UCF was one of the best
area."
Stanberry has high expecta- decisions she ever made. She's
tions for the future. Originally experienced more at UCF than
's tarting out as a business anywhere else.
major, she has developed a pas"Just in four years," Stanbersion for giving people the ry said, "I've grown into a perchance to learn. Stanberry . son that I never really
hopes to become a professor. would've imagined years ago."
FROM A5
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What percentage
of pregnancies are
unplanned?

Race keeps young Asians in
• touch with older community
FROM Al

to get involved in the community and let people know we're
here. The event promoted
Asian American unity and
awareness of Asian culture." '
The team promoted UCF
pride, Ly said, yelling 'U-C-P
on every row.
.
This
motivated them
through the high-pressure race,
Krystle
said sophomore
Nguyen, captain and drum
leader of the team. "I was out
there practicing with the rest of
the crew:' she said. ''The whole
crew depended on me. The

team said they would throw me
in the water if I messed up."
Sophomore and president
of VASA Christina Ly said the
event was a suceess.
"I think it [served its purpose] because they do it in Asia
also, it brings the culture here,"
she said ''The event helped us
to keep in touch with the older
Asian community."
The team was invited to
compete in the fourth annual
South Florida Dragon Bo~t Festival in Miami The competition will take place Oct. 14
through Oct. 15 at Haulover
Beach Park and Marina.
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WOM.EN - Between the. Age~ of 18 and 44?
If you drink alcohol, even in sinall amounts, you ~ay be
·e ligible to participate in an important research study.
• Eligible participants will receive $40
• Participation, entirely by mail, involves
two 15-minute surveys
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First All-American in·
UCF Rowing histocy:
Krystina Sarff

Six scholar athletes
nationally honored:
Most in the nation

2006 marked the first
year UCF Rowing
was in the Top 20

Bono
and Ray
lead the
way

•
t
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UCF baseball
hitting wrap-up

'

BRIAN MURPHY

•

Staff Writer

In 2005, the UCF baseball
team was a strong, experienced
club at the plate, top to bottom.
Just four players with over 100
at-bats from that season
returned for 2006, so many people thought it would be a very
interesting year for the Golden
Knights. But, how many thought
it would be this frustrating?
The Knights finished in the
bottom third ofConference USA
in most hitting categories,
including batting average, runs,
runs batted in and home runs. In
those last three areas, the
Knights ranked dead last. One
majQr reason for this futility was
the Knights' lack of clutch hitting. During a stretch where
UCF lost six of seven games, the
Knights were a futile 8-for-58
with runners in scoring position
(.138 average). After an extrainning loss at the hands of South
Florida, where the Knights were
1-for-12 with men in scoring position. some frustration rose to the
surface as freshman outfielder
Dave DiNatale called the strug-:
gles a "lack of mental stability."
"It's hard to sum up:' DiNatale said 'We're not being
aggressiye in the right hitters'
counts and hitting the right
pitches that we need to be hit-

Sports Editor

His left eye was swollen
ut, the result of a head butt
t resembled a sledgehamer shot to the orbital bone.
He had some blood trickling
m his nose, the handy work
f his opponent's jab that accelrated the closing of his eye.
. But, most importantly, he
d a smile on his face after the
tch, because he is still the
ndisputed Middleweight
hampion of the World
In a tactical war that made
arry Kasparov and Deep
1ue's famous chess match look
a game of checkers, Jer. Taylor and Ronald
inky'' Wright settled nothover 12 rounds, settling for
draw and Taylor's retention
fhiS title.
For 36 minutes, they tried to
ut-think each other with their
eads, hands and heart. One
dge gave the fight to Taylor,
ne to Wright, and one scored
a draw - the kind of result
t screams collusion for the
of a big-money rematch ut any boxing fan would be
d pressed to argue with the
ina1 outcome.
Wright, a native of St.
etersburg, played his usual
le of defensive savant, his
ds square and ready to fend
ff Taylor's guided right-hand
· iles. It's the tactic that has
n him riSe from the guy
obody wanted to fight to the
everyone has to fight, as it
ed him to wins over bona fide
perstars Shane Mosley and
elix TI:inidad
Taylor, the 25-year-old pheom from Llttle Rock. Ark.,
the aggressor, putting
ogether two and three punchs at a time to keep Wright off
alance, using his size advane to push his way out of
uble on more than one occaion.
The battle extended beyond
e ring, to the comer steps on
e outside where Hall Of
ame 1i:'ainer Emanuel Stewworking for the first time
·th Taylor, matched wits with
an Birmingham, Wright's
· er since childhood and an
merging star in the world of,
· ers after being ruuµ.ed
· er of the Year in 2005.
Birmingham's known for his
olorful language and no-nonense style, firing out hundreds
f words in the 60 seconds
tween rounds. Steward is the
tithesis - short and straight
o the point, yelling only when
e needs to - and with the
uccess of both, it's no wonder
· fight was as dead even as it
'

It wa5 116-112, eight rounds
o four, for Taylor on my card
However, I had three little
ttsterisks on my card, indicating
that the round was as close to
even as possible. I'm just not a
believer in scoring even
rounds, so I favored Taylor in
two of those three rounds.
The war in the comers of
the ring was a microcosm for
the fight. Whenever Wright,
whose piston-like jab worked
to force Taylor into the ropes,
put together two, three and
fourpunchesatatime,rtwas
when his opponent had his
back to the comer or the ropes.
He scored points for what is
:ailed "ring generalship:' the
~pot where the 35-year-old's
experience emerged
But Taylor controlled the
:enter of the ring with his right .
band and rangy combinations,
llSing his size advantage to cir- .
:le around his smaller foe. He
>eored on "effective aggressiveo.ess:• and despite the punch
PLEASE SEE
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"It's hard to
sum up.•• I don't
really think it
comes down to
our talent
physically; it's
more mental."

.,

..

- UCF OUTFIELDER DAVE DINATALE

COURTESY UCF SPOR

The UCF Rowing team competes in a meet earlier this season. The Varsity Eight boat broke into the CRCA Top 20 for the first time ever in 2006, and the lightweight eight boat was in
the top five nationally for several weeks. Now, they look to build on this success through tougher scheduling and strong recruiting dasses.

SLOWLY SPLASHING

TO THE TOP

93-26.

UCF Rowing broke into the Top 20 for the first time this season.
Now, they look to establish themselves as the nation's best
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

Crash ,course on rowing

The game
It is 6 am.
The streets of Orlando ·are quiet. The occasional What is it: ·
street light and store sign illuminate the shadows of Women rowers compete in a varsity eight, varsity four and lightweight boat format. The
is to win timed competitions against one or more opponents.There are also teams
the early morning, but any humans out at this time object
that field novice eight boats for those who do not make varsity.
are sleepwalking on their way to their daily jumpNCAA season fonnat:
start, a 32 oz. cup of coffee.
··
· In the NCAA and for UCF, meets are held during the fall and spring, with the season running
The campus of UCF is dead Near the Market- from Septemberto June.
place, the smell of sizzling bacon floats in the air;
· traveling ·to the Recreation and Wellness Center, Rowing Positions
which happens to be the lone sign of student life Strokeinan:
this early.
The rower dosest to the stem, back, of the boat; usually sets the timing and mythm ofthe
But the waters of Lake Pickett are alive, with strokes and communicates with the coxswain. The stroke requires the most technical
UCF students no less. They are training, working, knowledge of the team and is usually responsible for holding a constant rate during a race.
the same way they have every morning for nearly 10 Bowman:
months, all for the honor ofbeing arguably the most The rower closest to the bow, front, of the boat and in coxed boats are responsible for the
set of the boat.
successful Golden Knights athletic program of the
Coxswain:
,
past year.
Usually seated direct front, the coxswain is responsible for keeping morale,steering, moniUCF Rowing has emerged, overshadowed by the toring other boats inthe race and making necessary strategic calls.
spring struggles of baseball and softball, to carve its
SOURCE: SPORT ROWING,WIKIPEDIA. ORG
own niche as a burgeoning nationhl power under
good results."
_
third-year Coach Leeanne Crain.
The Knights entered the poll on April 19, just
This season. for the first time ever, the Varsity
Eight boat broke into the top 20 in the USR'.ow- . four days after their strpng performance at the Staning/Collegiate Rowing Coaches Association Varsity ford Invitational in Redwood Shores, Calif. In that.
Eight Poll, and the lightweight boat spent several meet, UCF competed against three ranked teams:
No. 7 Washington State, No. 15 UCLA and No. 16
weeks ranked in the•top five in the nation.
"I think we're on track," Crain said "I wouldn't Stanford That was the final step in the polls after
say this is necessarily quicker than I exj:>ected, several weeks ofreceiving votes, which they earned
maybe getting (ranked) top 20 I would have thought
fom to five years. I guess aft~ three that's pretty
PLEASE SEE SARFF ON A9

ting. I don't really think it comes ,
down to our talent physically; ifs
more mental"
To top it oft: the Knights lost
two of three games at home to
the UAB Blazers, who were carrying an 18-game losing streak
into Orlando. Then. with a trip to
the C-USA Tournament still
very pos~ible, the Golden
Knights lost their final nine
games by a combined score of

'

When the Knights did put
together a big rally, senior Ryan
Bono, junior Matt Rey and sophomore Tyso°' Auer were usually
involved.
Bono, the only returning senior who had at least 100 at-bats in
2005, led by example. Bono led
the Knights in hits (64), doubles
(14), home runs (6) and RBis
(33). The full-time catcher also
set a UCF all-time record by getting hit with a pitch 50 times in
his, career. He ends his career as
a Knight with marks in doubles,
RBis, games played, at-bats and
hit by pitch that rankin the top 10
in UCF history.
The highlight of Bono's season may have come against the
Siena Saints on March 18. On
that night, he led off the 10th
inning by blasting a home run to
right, the Knights' only walk-off
winof2006.
- Although Auer spent most of
the year hitting out of the two
hole, he finished 2006 right
behind Bono in RBis with 28.
Auer also led the team in hitting
with a 323 average and was a
near-perl"ect 17-for-18 in stolen
bases.
. From March 17 to ·April 1,
Auer embarked on a monster
hot streak where he carried the
UCF offense. During that span,
Auer went 18-for-40, with 15
RBis. Not surprisingly, the
PLEASE ~
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Freshmen bats hit big for Knights

Sarff, Pauls
honored in '06
FROM

with early season wins over
ranked teams Columbia and
Syracuse and a good showing
against Michigan.
"(The coaches) are looking
at week-to-week results,"
Crain said. 'We started the season pretty strong, we competed against Michigan and we
didn't beat them but we had
close results in all the boats we
raced I think our trip to California was key because we
raced three (ranked) PAC-10
programs and that's where we
started to get the respect of the
coaches who were voting in
the poll."
The presence of prestigious
programs in the schedule
allowed the Knights to earn .
recognition in meets that were
followed nationally. It is something that Crain, who came to
UCF in the summer of 2003
after a decade at San Diego
State, illµ; focused on in her
time in Orlando.
"We actually just upgraded
the schedule this year so we
added a lot of teams that were.
last year top 20," Crain said. "I
think that the timing of the
races just played out that way,
the philosophy was just to
upgrade it with more competitive teams on the schedule."
The advantage of the
tougher schedule and national
ranking is more than just
recognition from voters. Less
than two months after breaking through in the polls, Crain
and the Knights have already
seen benefits to the future of
the program.
·~eady we've seen in
recruiting just going on the
road the last couple of weeks,
we've been out to the junior
national races and coaches are
·coming up to our staff and
commenting on the program;•
{:rain said. "The reaction from
recruits around the nation is
steadily improving. I think we
are now starting to get UCF
Rowing on the map at the
- national level" ·
In addition, Crain said that
the schedule for next season is
starting to fill out, as she has
received calls from UCLA,
Texas, and the top-ranked
·team in the South region, Virginia.
When the Knights return to
the water in the fall and restart
their climb up the rankings,
they will do so with junior
Krystina Sarff leading the way.
She was named second team
All-American by the Collegiate
Rowing Coaches Association
this year, the first UCF rower
to receive an All-American
honor. But her year was nearly
ruined before it could begin.
Early in the season, Sarff
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MAIT POLLin I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF junior Matt Ray swings during a game against Siena this season. He played in SO games in 2006, hitting .306 and leading the team in stolen bases with 23 and on base percentage (.423).
FROM

A8

Knights claimed victory in nine of those 10
games. His most productive night of 2006
came near the end of that run against Marshall on March 3L On that night, Auer drove
in six Golden Knights and ended up a home
run shy of the cycle. .
Ray did an exemplary job as the team's
leadoffhitter. He paced the team in runs (32)
and on-base percentage (.423). Ray also
stole 23 bases for the Knights. For his career,

Ray has stolen 76 bags, putting him in a
third-place tie in the UCF annals.
But the veterans could not do it all for the
Knights. With nine freshman hitters, UCF
knew that a bunch of fresh faces would be
getting meaningful playing time in 2006.
And a few of those hitters produced big
numbers.
First baseman Kiko Vazquez finished
second in runs (31) and although he hit only
four home runs, he showed great power
potential for the future. Designated hitter

Steve Stropp started just 29 games, but he
took advantage of his chance by hitting five
homers and driving in 25 runs.
But, above all others, DiNatale provided
the best opening act. Ranked No. 48 in Baseball Americ'a's Top 50 Freshmen entering
this.season, DiNatale finished in the top four
in almost every major hitting category on
the team. He led the squad with 18 doubles
and 26 extra-base hits. His numbers put
DiNatale on the C-USA All-Freshman
Team. joining teammate Mitch Houck.
.

'

Middleweight title fight was an instant classic
FROM

A8

,

statistics saying Wright was far more
accurate, Taylor never stopped pµnching
and landed the more telling power shots.
When watching a fight on television, that
is usually the best way to capture the controlling fighter.
It also seemed, by the second half of
the fight, that Taylor was luring Wright
into a false sense of security in the cor-

ners, seemingly working his way out with- . though Wright's complain-laden post-fight
in seconds with vicious power combinainterview sounded like something out of
tions that lit Wright's face up with serious
the cry babies populating the World Cup, I
swelling and angry abrasions.
implore you to check out the replay of this
It was a fight that needed to be seen to
fight this week; whether it is on HBO On
Demand, YouTube, a friend's video, just
be appreciat~ Already today, I've tead
several articles and news outlets with difget your hands on it.
You won't be disappointed.
fering opinions. Th~ Associated Press
scored it for Wright, ESPN scored it for
Taylor, HBO scored it a draw. That's not a
Chris Hoyler can he reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
fixed fight, that's a work of art. Even
·

STATE & NATION
College World Series
.
Nortti Carolina 7,Cal State Fullerton 5(13 innings)
.)

•

OMAHA, Neb. - North Carolina worked
long and hard all night_ and perhaps got a little lucky in winning its first opener in five
College World Series appearances.
Clemson saved all its energy for one big
inning, and thought luck had nothing to do
with its' fourth straight come-from-behind
victory.
It all made for a bizarre opening day at the
CWS on Friday.
North Carolina beat cal State Fullerton 7-5
in a 13-inning game that was the secondlongest in CWS history. In the afternoon,
Clems.on scored all its runs in the eighth
inning to rally for an 84 victory over Georgia
Tech.
Bracket 2 play opens Saturday with Rice
(55-11) meeting Georgia (47-21), and Oregon
"State (44-12) facing Miami (41-22).
North Carolina survived high drama in the
11th inning of its game and won on Josh Horton's tiebreaking RBI single two innings later.
The game lasted 4 hours, 53 minutes _
seven minutes shorter than Oklahoma State's

A8

record 5-hour, 13-inning wjn over Arizona
North Carolina's Mike Cavasinni singled
State in 1981
leading off the 13th and Reid Fronk followed
''You can see how we won 51 games," with hard grounder that bounced off second
North Carolina coach Mike fux said after his baseman Justin Turner for a single. Horton
team's 7-5, 13-inning victory over Cal State singled into right for the tiebreaking run, and
Fullerton. 'We never quit"
the Tur Heels got an insurance mp on Tim
Cory Vanderhook's baserunning blunder Federowicz's bases-loaded hit.
in the 11.th took Fullerton out ofa good scoring
North Carolina gave Fullerton an opportuopportunity.
nity to win in the 11th after two Titans reached
"As my assistant likes to say; we snatched base on dropped third strikes.
victory from the jaws of defeat," fux said ''It
Vanderhook wa1ked leading off and Justin
was true. We were very fortunate to win We Turner struck out but was safe at first when
dodged a number ofbullets big-time in extra catcher Fed.erowicz's throw hit Turner in the .
.back of his helmet. Vande:rhook ended up on
innings."
.
.
North Carolina had four straight singles to third on Blake Davis' grounder.
open the 13th against Lauren Gagnier (14-5),
When Danford sent a pickoff throw to
Fullerton's No. 2 starter who was making a third, Vanderhook reacted slowly and was
rare relief appearance.
forced to take off down the line. Federowicz
Andrew Carignan pitched an inning of made the easy tag at home.
two-hit relief to earn his 14th save. Matt Dan"HI;! just got eaught off third," Fullerton
ford (7-1) was the winner.
coach George Horton said ''Young kids get
The Tur Heels (51-13) advanced to a game caught up in the emotion. We had informaSunday against Clemson (53-14). Fullerton tion that they use that (pickoff) play. They put
(48-14), Which had its 12-game winning streak that play on, executed it and Cory fell asleep."
end, will meet the Yellow Jackets (50-17) in a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bracket 1 elimination game.

WHERE-IS TROPICAL FORD?
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Pick Your Flavor From Our Original 25 Flavors
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ••••••••••••••
50 (Up t o 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • •
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • •
100 (Up to 4 Flavors. 5 Ranch) • ~ • • • • • • • • •

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
,
ORLANDO, FL 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

was riding her bicycle to'
strength and conditioning
practice when she caught a
patch of gravel She suffered a
broken arm in the subsequent
fall, and the training staff projected her to miss two and a
half months, which would
have been the bulk of the season.
' But, according to Crain, she ·
continued to train in any way '
she c<:>uld, running and even '
attempting, unsuccessfully, to
row as her arm was not placed
in a cast. It did take a period of
two and a half weeks, not
months, for Sarff to return to
competition, leading to one o
the best individual seasons in
school history. 1b.at season led
to her being one of 20 rowers
in the nation invited to the
USRowing Under-23 National
Team Selection Camp in
Berkley, Calif, where she will
compete to be one of eight to
constitute the boat that com-'
petes at the Under-23 World
Championships in BelgiUm. '
next month.
"She had this remarkable
recovery and that speaks to her
intensity level," Crain said.
"She's a great kid and a pretty
tough athlete and when she
puts her mind to something
she is devoted to making
things work for her."
Also returning next season
is sophomore Caitlin Pauls.
The native of St. Catharines,
Ontario, Canada, was also honored by the CRCA
"She was voted second
team all region for the South,"
Crain said. "She had a big
impact."
The team also had a big
impact in the classroom. both
locally and nationally. Its team
GPA was 3.3, the highest
women's team in the athletic
program and tied for the highest program overall With Men's
Golf. They also had six CRCA
National Scholar-Athletes, the
most for any school in the
nation.
"I was surprised actually by
that:' Crain said. ''Not because
our kids do really well in the ,
classroom, but to have the
highest number of all the programs in the country, which is
pretty incredible. We as a
coaching staff encourage them
to do well in the classroom as
well as on the water. Typically
we have a pretty strong academic group, but this year was
kind of exceptional in that
regard."
As Crain's team continues
to excel in and out of the water,
its status as a national power
will grow. Soon, the team will
have a boathouse on Lake
Pickett, and it may not relinquish that "top UCF athletic
program" tag for a long time.

18.99
28.99
38.99
48.99

Win !one laslret
10Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries ........... . 7.99
S Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries . . . _. . . . . 7 _99
10 Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries ........ 7.99

Chicken Sand iche

1/2 Pound lurgers

served with Wedge Fries* .• • .•........ : •. 7.99

.,

~Tom.to.Onlol'l.~~!Cftdlup'&l'ldle~anlhe*St

REMEMBERI
IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD SAVE

. THOUSANDS!
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Grilled Chicken Breast QR Fried Chicken Breast QR 1/2 Pound Burger
Jumbo Size Your Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .99

Chicken fingers

~!:r°'!'o~llii.:;~J~"'

3 (1 f lavor) ••••••..•...•.. 4.49
S (1 f lavor).. ............. 6.99
10 (1 or 2 flavors) .... .... 12.99
20 (1 or 2 flavors) .. ...... 22.99
SO (Up to 3 flavors) •.•..• 48.99

f resh aIads

Dressings include Bleu
Cheese, ~nch, Honey
Mustard, Lile Italian

Grilled Chicken- ... ····-·· 7.49
Fried Chicken-. .....•..... 7.49
Buffalo Shrimp •••........ 7 .49

Dn the Side

imp
10
20
30
SO

(1 f lavor) •. ...... .•. .... 6.99
(1 or 2 flavors) •.•.•.. 11.99
( 1 or 2 flavors) •.•.•.. 16.99
(Up to 3 flavors) ..... 24.99

Wedge Fries.•...•.....• ·-········--····- Regular 1.99 .....•... Jumbo 3.29
Cheese Fries•.. ·-··-·-··················· Regular 2.99 ·-······· Jumbo 4.S9
Beer Battered Onion Rings •••••••••.. Regular 2.49 .'. .......• Jumbo 4.S9
M?zzarella Stix ..•....... .••...•.•. ...• (S) Regular 4.S9-···· (10) Jumbo 7_99
Fried Mushrooms ......•.•..........•. Regular 4.S9-······--·· Jumbo 7.99
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery . • • . . . • . . . . • . . .99
Garden Salad •.• . •.•..... . ....•...•....•• 4.99
Side Salad . . . •.....•. .......••....•... . .. 2.49

Junior
laskets
S Wings & Wedge Fries .•.... ___ ....•.• .••. S.49
3 Chicken. Fingers & Wedge Fries • ....• , . .. •• S.49
S Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries ..•• • .••..•. S.49

a<6

CALL USAT (407) 851-3800
. .OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
, WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

Soft
Drinks
20·0Z - . ..... . . - .. .

1-S9
2· liter - . •. ..•• •. •• : 2.49
1/2 Gal Sweet Tea . . _. 2_49

Desserts
Cheesecake. . . • . . . . . • . . . . • 2.49 ·
Brownie Bites (6). . • • • . . . • • 3.49
Banana Foster Bites (6) . • . . • 3_49

I 20 WINGS & REG. FRIES

ls11ee
I

May not be combined with other
offers. Exp. 9/30/2006

10%

OFF

ANY ORDER

I w/pickup/cany out, Student ID. FU2
May not be combined with other offers.

• •

(.)
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Cultural study
benefits teachers \:
T

he offering of a summer
course on Haitian studies at UCF may be one
little step for Central Florida
schoolteachers, but it's one
giant leap for increasing the
cultural knowledge of the key
people in Florida's public
school system.
Census data from 2000 indicates a 117 percent rise in
Haitians living in Florida from
1990 to 2000. There are currently about 22,403 Haitians living in Central Florida, according to U.S. Census estimates
provided by the 2004 American
Community survey.
It's a community in a strange
position, there are a lot of
Haitians living in Florida, but
not enough to keep the community's children from feeling isolated or different when they
enter the state's public schools.
Enter UCF's Haitian studies
course.
The class, a first for UCF, is
aimed at elementary, middle
and high school teachers. It
lasts six weeks and teaches a bit
of everything Haitian, from
Creole phrases to history.to
environmental problems. The
theory is that students will feel
more comfortable in class
knowing their teachers know at
least some of where they come
from.
To put it in perspective,
imagine how ill at ease an
American student would feel in
a school where his accent differed from oth~rs, his previous
historical education was all but
irrelevant and his teacher didn't

know who Thomas Jefferson
was. Teachers can't do anything
about the first two, but courses
like the one offered at UCF can
help with the third
So first of all, kudos to the
Central Florida teachers who
spent their time and money to
take this class, and kudos to
UCF for offering it.
That said, maybe UCF can
offer more colirses aimed at
teachers in the future. It would
be a great way to help improve
the state educational system the
college draws from as well as
strengthen its ties with the
community.
In the meantime, UCF offers
many courses on Spanish, AsiaJ?.
and Puerto Rican culture;
there's just culture everywhere!
They may not be aimed specifically at teachers, but surely they
could benefit from them.
However, teachers cannot be
expected to pay for additional
classes themselves, especially
considering the average salary
of an elementary teacher in
Florida is $37,561. In Orange
County, a .teacher with a bachelors degree earns $43,793
according to the Department of
Education.
So how can teachers find
ways to expand their cultural
knowledge and improve student-teacher relations while
still paying the mortgage?
Maybe UCF could put together
a few scholarships; $500 should
easily cover one class and
books. For $5,000 a semester,
UCF could put 10 teachers
though a cultural class such as

~

North Korean missile
~ threats rieed more
attention than they're
getting from Bush
North Korea, a country named part of the Axis
of Evil in 2002 by President George W. Bush,
( threatened to restart its long range missile testing
this week.
1:
Under a self-imposed ban on missile testing
a since 1999, North Korea is reported to have conr structed a launch pad on the eastern coast of the
.i country.
These long range missiles aren't just for show
t and they aren't just a threat. They are real
t weapons of mass destruction, ones we can actu~l ally find Weapons that North.Korea can and will
u use against the U.S.
"'
According to the Korean Central News
) Agency, North Korea said it would "mercilessly
r. wipe out" the U.S. should a war start between the
~1 two countries.
r.
"If the enemies ignite a war eventually, the ·
Cl Korean army and people will mercilessly wipe
out the aggressors and give vent to the deep:c rooted grudge of the nation," a Worker's Party
;e official said at a meeting celebrating Kim Jong-Il's
>j 42-year leadership of the party, KCNA reported.
)(
That's more of a threat than any Iraqi has ever
u made against the U.S., yet many know very little
:o about this communist country and its eccentric
:u leader.
;u
Many know Kim Jong-II only as the "I'm So
:h Ronery'' singing caricature in the movie Team
~ America. Many, including the Bush administration, have underestimated his leadership and
to intentions.
'
H
With U.S. forces bogged down in the quagmire
· that is the Iraq war, it now seems we may face
another threat. The mi,ssiles North Korea
planned to t~st over the weekend could easily
reach the coast of the continental U.S., and we
would then have to face a kind of war we haven't
seen since the Civil War: A war on our own soil.
The U.S. has largely ignored the problems in
this region and has left all peace negotiations
with North Korea·to other countries in the area.

the Haitian one per semester.
Surely a university the size of
UCF can afford to invest that
much in the people ~eaching its
future students (and customers). The program could be
seen~as a long-term investment
that pays for itself.
Theoretically, if Central
Florida students receive a better primary education, they will
come to UCF to spend about
$20,000 on four years of college.
See, long-term investment.
And UCF doesn't have to
make that investment alone.
Private organizations that
advocate better public schools
can be encouraged to contribute, minority organizations
can set up funds for teachers to
study their particular cultural
group, teachers unions could
get in on the game - this is all
theoretical, but the possibilities
are endless.
Florida is a center of immigration. Its teachers are faced
with challenges that teachers in,
say, rural Illinois don't deal
with. The education of students
from different parts of the
world who make their homes in
Florida is a staggering responsibility, crucial to the successful
integration of immigrants to
Florida, and the teachers who
handle it deserve__as much training and support as they can get.
The UCF Haitian studies
course is one step in the right
direction, it's up to UCF, Central Florida teachers and the
Central Florida community to
take the rest.

At a time when North Koreans are screaming for
attention from the U.S., the Bush administration
wants North Korea to talk, just not to us.
U.S. Press Secretary Tony Snow told Fox
News Sunday that he expects North Korea to
continue its ban on missile testing and said that if
North Korea came back to the negotiating table
there could be the possibility of "some talks"
with the U.S.
"Some talks" might not be enough.

Students should help
American Heart
Walk reach its 2006
goal this September
Walking builds character. Anyone who's ever
listened to an old man, walking stick in hand, go
on about the hills he's climbed (both ways, in the
snow) over the course of his life has learned this
simple fact. Walking builds character.
However, walking on Sept. 30 can build more
than that. That Saturday morning at Loch Haven
Park, the American Heart Walk is holding a threekilometer walk to raise money to prevent, treat
and study heart disease, stroke and other cardiovascular diseases. Almost everyone reading this
knows someone who suffers from or died of a
cardiovascular disease; they do, after all, kill more
than 930,000 Americans each year.
Last year, the UCF team brought 103 participants and raised $1,100 for the ASA This year, the
fifth year UCF will participate in the walk, it can
do better than that. This is a college with nearly
50,000 students, after all. Add in faculty and staff
and who knows how far this could go? Last year;
UCF was No. 8 in overall fundraising; this year, it
should aim for No. 2.
The harc;lworking people at UCF's Community
Relations Office have done their part, now its
time for students to do theirs.
UCF students need to sign up in sµch numbers
that the organizers are turning volunteers away.
This year the AS.N.s goal is $650,000, help them
reach it by visiting visit http://www.americanheart.org/orlandowalk and joining the UCF team
or starting your pwn team.

'

c

( •

New Orleans needs strong
leader to make tough calls
New Orleans residents are drowning in
false promises from their fast-talking snake
oil salesman of a mayor, Ray Nagin.
President George W. Bush signed an
emergency relief bill .o n Thursday to pour
$10.4 billion into the city to help rebuild
the damage from Katrina, but the city
doesn't have a redevelopment plan to
spend it on.
The awesome sum of this figure makes
it astounding to think that nobody really
knows how the money's going to be spent.
Nagin slithered his way into a second
mayoral term by promising to rebuild New
Orleans and has continued to boast plans
of constructing jazz centers and other economic-development projects.
The reality is that there are .neighborhoods full of people With the ambition and
willingness to rebuild their own areas; they
just need money and, more importantly,
organization. They have good ideas, like
providing housing incentives for police
officers and firefighters; but they need city
planners to coordinate the efforts of dis- ..
parate neighborhoods.
The mayor is faltering in the face of the
responsibility he asked for during his' campaign. And just like anyone who digs himself a hole so deep it becomes a grave, he's
trying to mitigate the d~ge to his reputation by spreading the blame to his fellow
city officials.
He named City Council President Oliver
Thomas as an ally, and then said "There's a
structure we'll be announcing in the next
day or so, and we'll move that forward,"
according to the New York Times.

Thomas replied with, "I don't know
what the structure is. We've talked about
some possibilities, but nothing definitively."
.
' ~
A bit vague, isn't it?
Come on. This discord among authority
figures isn't very inspirational The people
of New Otleans were left dumfounded by ' <
the destruction of their homes, something
most Americans can't even comprehend
The last thing they need is to see their
1,
leaders stymied by the overwhelming task
of rebuilding an entire city.
The crux of the matter?
The task is overwhelming. Rebuilding
waterlogged New Orleans is unappealing,
stressful and almost insurmountable. It's
going to take someone with near-supernatural leadership who is capable of strong
decisions. Nagin said that he was the man
for the job while he was getting re-elected.
Now he's tying his tongue in knots with
empty promises and desperate 11th-hour
pleas for patience.
It doesn't take a leap of imagination to
wonder if someone else could take better
charge of this situation. If Nagin can't han- '
dle the heat, he needs to invite someone
else into the bayou oven.
· Someone needs to come in and make
hard decisions about which neighborhoods
are going to get rebuilt and which will be
junked. And if not Nagin, then who?
Nagin, who won't admit that it is impos- (
sible to please everyone at once, plays the
role of comforting authority figure and
fiery speech-maker well; but he's fading
fast in the role of effective mayor of an
imperiled city.

..
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How have·rising gas prices
affected you?
c

(

MATT REGAN

DAVID ADGER

CHARLIE BREWER

Psychology

Biology

History

'Tuey haven't. I use my feet to get
around. Cars are too much money to
buy and maintain."

'1hey haven't, but I know they have.
As long as I have half atank I'm
happy."

"I can't make day trips to the beach
anymore or Wekiwa Springs. But'high
prices are good because we need less
dependency on oil."

The CentroJf1orida Future is a l'rre independent c:unpus newspaper serung the Unhmi!y of Central Ronda. Opinions in the Future are those of the individual oollDTlllisl and 1101"""""3Jily those
of the editotial std! or the Unhmity Administr.!lion. All oomem is propeny of the CentroJ Florida Frnure and may not be reprinted in pan or in whole without penniSSl01\from the publisher.
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STEPHANIE RODRIGUEZ

TIM ALLEN

History

Psychology

"Now I don't leave the house often
and I don't have any money in general."

"I deliver Chinese food so my profit
margin has gone way down."

TINA RICHARDS
liberal studies

"Well I bike ride a lot more and I carpool to work all the time. I think rising
gas prices are a good thing."
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407~7-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Cohrt, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

.
f

PAYMENT METHODS

SUMMER DEADLINES

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,

9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue

Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Fax, In Person:
· 5 p.m. 'Fri. for Mon. issue
Phon~

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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150
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200
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250
275
300

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
Rate
HelpWanted:General
C
325 For Sale: Automotive B
HelpWanted:Part-Time C
350 For Sale: General
A
A
HelpWanted:Full·Tune S 375 ForSale:Pets
400 . Services
B
BusinessOpportunities B
ForRent:Homes
B
500 Announcements
A
Forflent:Apartments
B
600 TraYel'
B
Roommates
.
A
700 Worship
B
Sublease
A
800 Miscellaneous
B
For Sale: Homes
B
900 Wanted
B

RATES
Rate( ·

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$J.8
$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 c~aracters per line
•'Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando,_multiple pubUcation
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

•

•
••

•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary•. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Baby-sitter Wanted for 2 month old girl
Mon, Tu, Fri 9:30am-3pm; any or all days
Exp arid ref required. Own transportation.
$35/day Call Amanda 407-756-3202
Become a "REAL ESTATE
, INVESTOR.'' and get paid to do it.
Looking for self motivated, organized
people with great personalltles to
work In our office. Great
environment, great money.
Call 407-657-6906
Nanny I Tutor Needed.
Mon-Fri. Daytime hours to be discussed.
· Educ. major pref. Clean driving rec.
$10/hr. 407-366-7595.

•
•

.
•
•

I

TWO MEN AND ATRUCK.

.
Movers/Dr1vers
"Moveis Who Core:

~
0

~
~

~

Grow with us. Lar9est local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $14/hr or more
with tips asa Mover/Driver. Sign on bonuses
up to $500. We ,offer benefits, monthly
bonuses & paid vacation. FT &PT positions.
Get all the details and apply in person:

Two Men ano a irucK

•

4031 BForsyth Rd
Winter Park, FL 32792
Between University &Aloma.

407-852-1777

•

ARE YOU A HEALTHY MAN?
CALL 407.240.7878
TO VOLUNTEER FOR A CLINICAL
. RESEARCH STUDY OF AN
INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICATION
Men Ages 18-50
Non-Smokers
5 Day/ 4 Night Stay In Research
Center On Three Separate
Occasions
1 Follow Up End of Study Visit
Up To $1700 For Your Time And
Travel
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH
CENTER
' 5055 S. ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL
Call: 407.240.7878
WWW.OCRC.NET
. Professional single woman looking for
female to occasionally pick up my 10
year old daughter from school and stay a
few times a' year in my home while I
travel. Close to UCF.
Please call Kate 407-405-3067 .
EARN CASH • STAY IN SHAPE. FT &
PT Movers and Packers needed.
Suddath/United Van Lines. Call 407843·6~ or email hroten@suddath.com.
MARKETING PERSON, KITCHEN
HELPER AND DELIVER DRIVER.
Mon - Fri. Flex hrs. No exp. nee.
Good pay. Must have own vehicle.
The Healthy Chef, Inc. 407-339-2433.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Marketing Manager Neededf
Need marketing graduate to manage
Real Estate office near UCF. Hours are
8:30am-5:30pm. Must have outstanding
people and computer !:I.kills. Email ·
resume to charlotte.williams@era.com
The Butcher Shop Steakhouse on I-drive
now Hiring for all positiqns: servers,
bartenders, cooks. preps, and bussers.
Please call :407-363-9727

Join a Winning Team!

•

Ghirarddli Soda Fmrnt.ain & C hocolate Shop is looking for fri endly,
encrge(ic people ro serve ice cream , espresso drinks, and merchandise/sell
our legendary line of chocolate confections and rer;iil producrs.
We have both FT and PT. positions available for all nighr and weekend
shifts. W e <iffer Flexible H ou rs, a generous Employee Discounr o f up ro
50% o ff, 40lk & Medical Eligibilicy, Disney Passes and discounts, and a
Fu n Annospherc! Start at up to $9.50/hr depending upon experience!
[f you love to work w irh the public, have a passion.fo r chocolate, a love fo r
ice cream and can provide our guesrs wirh Momenrs oFTimeless Pleasure.
rhen this is the place for you!

..

Apply in Person

Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop
1710 E. Buena Vista Dr., Disney Marketplace

Lake Buena Vista, Fl 32830

Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Must have experience, good people
skills. FT/PT pos. avail. 1 mile north of
UCF. Call Susan (407) 36~-4774
Looking for baby-sitter for 8 year-old
triplets. Mon-Fri 3p-5p. Duties. include:
light errands, pick-up/drop-off, help with
homework, etc. $10/hr. 407-365-8096

Bilingual and motivated
Spanish-speaking marketing agent.
Flex. hrs. Salary + Incentives.
Call 407-235-4060 or
fax res\lme to: 866-738-4077
Babysitter wanted. Looking for
experienced, responsible baby-sitter for
my 18 month-old daughter. Mainly
afternoon hours. Start ASAP. Must have
experience with children this age. Please
call Catherine at 734-255-9171 (cell) or
407-895-6177 (horyie).
CHEER COACH Tieeded to teach
Children's 8 week cheerleading program
One day per week in Orlando
Call toll free 866-236-2767
How2 Group is an established Fort
Lauderdale based Dot Com expanding
into the Orlando area. We are looking for
enthusiastic & confident self-starters for
our online advertising call center
(FT/PT). Hiring sales reps & managers.
Several shifts avail wt flexible hours. Will
train inexperienced but motivated
applicants. Take advantage of this ground floor opportunity by joining one of
the fastest growing Internet companies.
Receive generous compensation
including Base, Commission, bonuses,
daily spiffs, full benefits, stock options,
and a great workir]g environment.
How2 Group currently owns & operates
www.how2vacation.com, www.how2ski.com, www.how2buyflowers.com,
& many more. Please call
Ray or Ricardo at 407-740-8033 or
866-750-HOW2 or email your resume to
jobs@liow2group.com .
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Inbound Calls
• 2 shifts available

No phone calls pl~me

:;-·'.• ·:::

Part-time office administrator I
receptionist I bookkeeper University
Unitarian 407-737-4018
http:lluniversityuus.org/coa.htm
Help Needed! Easy work! Quick $$$!
$30/shift. Tues. 10am-2pm or
2pm-6pm.
Must be able to lift at least 401bs.
E-mail all inquiries to
. MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com for
more information.
OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr.
Call 203-526-7882 or 407-277-8941

'i' HELP WANTED:
l·."~Full-Time
Driver:Box Truck & Van, MAB Paints
Longwood: FT, Benefits, DL & Drug Test.
407-331-2964
.

Realtor and Mortgage
Broker position available.
Applicants must have one license
and may be working toward the
other. Great training, pay and
benefits offered. To schedule an
interview, call Doug at 407-628-0440

INCOME FOR LIFE Call now: 2 minute
recording 1-800-693-6897.
Then watch: 7 minute movie at
www.my.ws/dsmdomain and visit
www.freedom.ws/dsmdomain.
Signup online free now.

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Part-lime,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-6484

•

Publisher's Assistant and

..

Classlfled Sales Rep ·
needed for the Central Florida
Future. Outbound sales exp. a plus
Pay Incl. scholarship and
commission. Serious Inquiries only
please. E-mall resume to
helssamj@knlghtnewspapers.com.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

• Base pay +commission
• Fun & .exci1in,g
,, part-time JOO

Vacation Pros
• $9/hr. + commission
• Personality a must
• Great for students
,. Flexible hours
arate sbifts available

VALET PARKING ATIENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly + tips.
Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407.-303-8025, leave message.

Looking for delivery drivers & counter
help for family-owned sub shop.
Downtown location. Must be reliable.
Hours 10:00am-3:00pm M-F
Call Sybil 407-425-7814

10am-4pm & lpm- 7pm

Inbound Calls

.

,,...,,.._._.,........,...
.. ..,,.........,;;;.__,,.,,,..;,;.~eft~>~<l~'._........ .....""'i

What could you do with
an·extra $600 a month?
To buy or sell, coll Marla·407-333-8158
._,.JOHNSTONE
~. SUPPLY

REGULAR FULL
TIME WAREHOUSE

• Excellent Pay· Job Incentives • Health/Life/Dental
• Paid Holidays • Paid Sick Days· Paid Vacation
. • 401 (k) With Match • Must be able to pass drug screen

Receive, order fill & stock inventory items.
Must be able to frequently lift, stoop &bend.
Were proud ofour history ofsuccess. It's astory that we
feel every customer, store owner, staffmember and
manufacturer shares with us, and we believe those first
50+ years ofgrowth and success arejust the start.

Apply in person at: 1651 S. Rio Grande, Orlando
or email resume to jaxhr@johnstonesupply.com

Office assistance, some computer, short
daily courier duty to Downtown with
Company car. 25 hours/wk. Clean DL
and daily M· F commitment a must. Small
historic Longwood office. Contact
Cynthia 407.221 .8267 or
clewis@medscrlbetranscripion.com
Horse ranch needs PT barn help - A.M.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
honest. Clean facility close to UCF. If you
love horses, call (407) 366-4834.

brcorp@gbirardelli.lindc.com

•

PIT and FIT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female companions
to work w/ special needs adults. Flex.
hours. 407-733-0029
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
'
Ciiek on Surveys.

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

FL Lic.ense
EF 2000481

OTHER POSITIONS:

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

FOOD & BEVERAGECASHIERS & COOKS

• free admission
• free quarterly tickets

FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

• college tuition assistance

"ltWh"Wi1d HUMAN

RESOURCES

6100 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • OftlAllDO, Fl 32819
(407)35·1-?085 • FAX (407)345- IO-OS

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY

• referral bonuses
• flexlblehou~
•and more

Apply onllne atwetnwudorlando.com,
call our Job Line at (407)248-1600.
&nail hr@Wetnwlldorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

.

•

.

.

f~Ai.atrl

Alarm installer needed. No exp. nee.
Immediate openings in Leesburg
area. Previous Alarm, Phone or Cable
exp a +. Benefits & 401 K. Must have
vehicle. E-mail resume to
gaf_hr@bellsouth.net.

GUARDIAN ALARM COMPANY

Reside!)tial and Commercial Alarms • CCTV • Medical Monitoring
(800) 932-7233 • (561) 998-9561·(561)998-9837 fax

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person dally. 2pm • 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

Summer tired of flipping burgers .. .
Summer tired of delivering pizza .. .
Summer looking for ...

UNDER THE

HIGHE~ PAYING

-Academy-

*Full
Lead Teachers *Assistant Teachers
& Part-Time Positions Available
Qualifications: Experience working with large
groups of children, CDA or ~quivale nt,
Early Childhood Education Degree preferred.
Excellent Compensation & Benefits Program

SUMMER JOBS!!!

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS!
FULL-TIME PAY, PART-TIME HOURS

$8 - $15 hour/Average
"NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY *

• Just minutes from UCF, Valencia,
Rollins & Full Sail
• Flexible AM & PM Shifts
• Paid Training
• Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
• Incentive Programs
• Business Casual Environment

1\vo convenient locations:
Winter Park (Right off University Blvd)

407-673-9700 (A.sk for Monique or Luz)
Orlando (Near rhe Airport)
407-243-9400 (Ask for Gerica or I.aura)

APPLY TODAY!!!
START MONDAY!!!

)

TASTE of HOME ENTERTAINING
is a BRAND NEW home based business.
For more information on this GROUND
FLOOR opportunity, log onto
www.TParks.TOHE.com or call Tarra at:
800-301-4379.

• UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-In yd.
Pets okl Avail 0611106. $1400/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622
4/2.5 bath, 2200 sq ft, new home. $2,500
per month. Call 407-697-2481
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT. Close to UCF off Colonial
and Avalon in Spring lsle.3 bedroom 3.5
baths. wash/dry 407-302-8928.
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utili!ies,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
Summer or .1 year lease. 321-438-1354.
3bd/2ba/2car garage near UCF/research
park. Formal Living rm, dining rm, lam.
rm. Screen porch, big yard, fireplace.
$1465/month. Call Doug 407-920-5201

Individual rooms for rent in
beautHul 4 l;>edroom home. Less
than 5 mlns from UCF! Rooms
priced from $450-550 per/mo. Move
In dates between 7/1-811. Call David
at (850)322-4818 to reserve now!
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D, Avail
Now. $850/mo. Call 407-310-6583 ·
http://731.rentclicks.com
312.5 + office 2,000. sq. ft beautiful home.
$1395 a month. Many upgrades,
waterfront. 1/2 off June's rent. Available
immediately. Call Jamie at 321-947-5678.
New 4 bedroom, 3 bath house for rent,
widen, 3 car garage, near UCF,
$2500/mo w/$2500 dep. 407-568-2654
OVIEDO-Gorgeous Carlllon/UCF
available now 2547sqlft 4bd/2.5ba
family rm;nvlng/dlning rm,pool, 2 car
$1975/mo 407-970-5282

2 Bdrm 2 Ba Condo. 1138 sq ft. 3 miles
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. All new
carpeting & appliances. Basic cable,
garbage, W/D, digital·phone, pool,
jacuzzi, & fitness center included.
$1,300/mo. Call 407-~94-0651
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

).

.)

•••ROOMMATES WANTED*..
New 5 bed/3.5 bath townhome in Avalon
Park.near UCF,$600/month. Call Gina
727-743-4469!!!

)

Room for Rent In a 3 bdrm/2 ba.
Beautiful home, 5 mlns from UCF.
$500/mo. Call 954-649-4933.

3/2.5 brand new townhome in Avalon
Lakes with loft, w/d in unit, all appliances,
garage, screened porch, gated
community w/ pool. $1500/mo. No pets,
lease Call Barbara at 407-365-2519
New 313.5 ba townhome, gated,
Avalon Park, 2 car gar., pool, basic
cable, all apps, w/d. Minutes to UCF,
hwy 408, 417, & downtown Orlando.
Avall 7/1. $1600. Robby 770-784-7319.

., .

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo. Can be fully
furnished! Call Monica 407-222-3488.
Available 1st week of July!
212 between Downtown & UCF!
Renting Aug 1 for $1100/mo. Big yard,
Carport, & long driveway. Goldenrod &
Colonial area. Call Erik 321-662-1025.
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots, 1 Year lease.
$825 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221-0601.

BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT, CLOSE TO UCF,
LOCATED OFF COLONIAL BY
WATERFORD LAKES, 3 BEDROOM
2.5 BATH, WSH/DRY INCLUDED CALL
ZAK AT 321-303-7846 FOR DETAILS

Bring tf?is ad in
to receive your
.$99 move 1n fee

.)

TOWNHOUSE·FOR RENT-ucF
AREA- Curry Ford Rd/Young
Pine, AVAIL AUG 1. 312.5,lake access,
two car garage, washer/dryer, $1400 a
month, call 321-299-4300. No pets.
_)

TownHouse for Rent
3 bed 2 bath
• 10 mins from UCF
call 407 312 2290

UCF Area House for Rent

•

offer expires August-31st, 2006

4/2, w/washer and dr}'er. 2 car garage.
$1400 mo. Call 407-948-8409.

2B/2B, gated, lake view, w/d, water
included, excellent condition, nonsmoking, $900/month
Call 321-297-6756
Avalon Park - New 212 Townhouse w/ 2
Car Garage. Call 407-310-0426 or visit
www.AvalonParkRental.com
Brand new Townhome in Avalon Park,
3/2 1/2, garage, stainless steel. Available late July, $1295, 321 -235-9450
or jeff.miller@hummingbird.com
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classilieds

>
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12440 Golden Knight Circle
407-380-5807
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6. fit

• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
• Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
• Children's Outdoor Playground
• Solariums in Selected Units
• Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck
Represented Exclusively by

lfyFi!l§i?\J

8100 Claire Ann Drive· Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com
•

Oral Representabon cannotbe relied upon as COOl!dly sla009 the oflhe""""- Forccmdrepresertatm, mal<eft!ferencetothedocumen1s requOfed bysecllon 718.503, Flonda
Status,10befumlsh by thedevolopertotheboyeforlessee. Notanoft°e<"""'"'p<t>l>i>4edb'fstaleslatus Prices features.~de!aisandamenliesareSLiljecttochange Alpllotos . , _
and ...-fogs are the exciusiw property of the dewq,erand may not be"'PfOducedwitha.t lhe-WJiten pemliWonollhedevelcper.
•
• Buyermust useseler's oPl)ftM!d aoo lillec:anpany.

•

, . (adQl :Yloriba """"

• June 19, 2006
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PLAT.IN UM. KEY·REALTY, INC.
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 412.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $450/mo. Share utilities.
w/d, in-ground pool. Short term lease.
Tennis, basketball '& volleyball avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call (407) 716-0313.

2 Rooms for rent, right behind Campus,
Econ Woods. 2 year old Spacious
4 bedroom house. Large bedrooms,
backyard faces Woods. House furn,
bedrooms not. Security System, High
Speed Wireless Internet, Cable TV.
Call Bob @ 954-816-3127

MIF wanted for unfurnished BD In 3
BRMD furnished home on lake, 6 mlns
from UCF. $600/mo incl. util, n/s, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

UCFArea.
Female, NS roommate needed for 312
family house. $525/mo, all Inclusive.
No leasl?. Call (561) 602-8169

l •

•
•

F seeking clean, n/s F to share
unfurnished 212 apt in Oviedo. Close to
UCF, very quiet, lake view. $545/mo +
util. 12 month lease starting July. call
850-597-2559

4

•

Female Roommate wanted for 212 condo
6 mi. from UCF $600/mo. includes
utilities: phone, cable, security system,
wireless internet, po_ol. no pets/smoking
call Sarah .(407)671-8184

•

Female roommate_wanted. Brand new
townhouse. Gated community,
garage, furnished, 1 mi. from
campus. $550 per month. Call Kelly
(941)302-1649.

l

Female roommate, New 3 b.lr 2.5 bath
·Townhom~ Safe,Secure Avalon Park
Area', close to UCF. Garage,patlo,portch, many other upgrades.
$650/mo includes all utilities. contact
Peter 321 917 2968

•
•

1 Room Avail in Goldenrod. 15 mins
from UCF, 5 mins from Valencia.
Everything included: DSL, cable, etc.
Only $500. Call Hassan at 407-575-5133 .

'
@'

Roo.m for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo util incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scasios76@aol.com

..
•
~

Location, Location, Location!
S_eeking N/S F to share
New 212.5 Townhouse <1 mile from
campus.
W/I closets, private bathrooms,
security system.
$550/mo + 1/2 util.
Move .in July-August 1
·Lease Ends May 30.
Call Angela (321 )446-8933
Looking for MIF to share a Beautiful
3fl house with a lake view near
Waterford Lakes. $500/month all
utilities included. Call(850)598-3565.
Ask for Matt.

Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
• F$450
including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com

)

~

Room In 4 bedroom house for rent
in Oviedo. 2.3 miles from UCF and
literally takes only minutes to get to
school. Never any traffic like
Waterford Lakes. Looking for male
roommate preferably
upperclassman. Wireless Internet,
common living areas including
kitchen already furnished, garage
space, and lawn already taken care
of. If you are Interested In throwing
parties this Isn't the spot for you.
$480 Includes everything except
electricity. Please call Steven at .
407-616-1628 or email
skay99@t<tmpabay.rr.com.

********'*****"''***

1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 4
• miles from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221

Avalon Park Studio - male roommate
wanted for our upstairs bonus room
with private entrance. $525 per month
includes all utilities, cable & internet.
1-year lease required.
Call 407-273-4474.

I

GET AFREE $25 GAS CARD WITH ASIGNED LEASE

&·

4755 Waterside Cir. ·Orlando, FL 32829
Office: 407-275-L937 ·Fax: 877-791-8349

Room for rent, $475 per month
everything included, furnished. Pool and
tennis courts. Females only, call
Rebecca 407,701-8331.

ROOMMATE(s) WANTED

Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$175 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

RENTAL PROPERTIES
LEASE TO OWN & ROOMMATES WELCOME

2 Bdrms available in 3BdrmflBthrm
Lux condo at TIJe Crest @ Waterford
Lake. 1 yr lease $600 per month all
Incl. Nonsmokers, no pets. 201-4461437
'
Roommate wanted, female, N/S. Great
location at Hunter's Reserve close to
UCF, spacious 2 bedf2 ba condo, w/d,
pool, spa, tennis & exercise facillty.
Avall 8~1-06, $500/mo (water'& cable
included) plus 1fl electric bill.
Call Ashley 954-249-8655
or Carol 954-257-9709

Find your home @yyww.songiehomes.com ~ itiis ·~

1 rm in a 212.5 Twnhse available til late
August. Rent is $375/mth INCLUDES
alee, wtr, internet. Nice, newer, clean,
. non-smoking apartment in a quiet
neighborhood 2 miles from UCF and
Waterford Lakes. Summer Special Only
407-256-8401 Angelo

1 bed 1bath in livoli
$81 O a month $200 deposit OBO
available July 21st
Call: Sarah 407-697-6415
Trblemaker86@aol.com
Female Roommate wanted to Sublease
in Alafaya Club. $515/month, utilities
included! L
. Call Amy at (561)309~9174
FEMALE- 1 room for sublease at
PEGASUS POINTE.'2 bedroornfl
bathroom FURNISHED apartment.
$570/month • includes all utilities
JULY 12006-MAY1 2007
call kelly @ 850-217-8675

Bedroom and private bath
available for sublease In a 413.5 at
University House. Available Aug 18.
Rent $479/month Incl. all utilities.
Call Carlee 321-749-0507 •
Take over sublease July, O!;i-07 @
Pegasus Pointe. $570 per month.
1/1 in a 212. No move in lees.
Call Kim at (407)529-5063 or
email: kimchim@bellsouth.net

Avalon Pk. F Roommate wanted. furn.
212 townhome pool/clubhouse $600 plus
1/2 util. 954.478.7369 or e-mail
beechbum 984 @ yahoo.com

Female student seeking 1 female to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $500/all util. included. Avail June.1
Contact 321-412-2937

3Bdfl.5Ba/1Ga Waterford Villa For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just 3
miles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Call Mike@ 407-310-6583

. Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

1 rm in a 3/3 at Pegasus Landing incl all
util, internet, cable, pool, gym, furnished.
Shuttle to UCF $540/rno. NO MOVE IN
FEE. Avail Aug'06. Call 941-493-0549 or
941-468-7781

3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 10 min
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$495/month per room.
Available Aug. 1st. Females Only!
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

1/1 in a 414 for release at Pegasus
Landing. Short term lease Aug 06May 07. $51 Olmo. All utilities
included, fully furnished. I will pay
all takeover fees. Call Kevin at
561-386-9339.

3 bed, 2 bath home in Nona Crest for
lease or sale. 100% of financing
available. Call Patsy Woody.PA, Hunter
R.E. 407-701-3865

412.5BA,Grt for roemmates with
parking for over 8+cars.
MLS#04683832,Hlgh Efficiency and
built In 2006. · Hurricane Ready and
just minutes tci UCF for $435K Call
. (407) 473-1942 for Info.
ASHINGTON PARK NEAR UCF 3BR
2BTH LAMINATE WOOD FLOORS
NEW PAINT 1486 SQ FT $275000
FSBO
407-273-4046

Brand New - Mediterranean
Style Home. <1/2.5 + 18X19 Bonus
Room + Den + Formal Dining,
Living, Family Room. Must see!!lln
Law Suite with Courtyard. 2 Car
Garage. Between Econ and Lee
Vista. $439,000 Owner/Realtor Javier
Pagan - 407-948-3884
Country atmosphere, city convenience .
4/3 home on wooded acre. UCF area.
See www.home.earthlink.net/~LKGADR
for photos, info. Margie 407-365-9090

ACROSS
Kind of bean
Salamanders
Bewilder
Perched
Rebel
Youth
Meadow males
Hang open
Luau strings
Heroic poetry
Price scales
Base 8 number system
25. Musical symbol
27. Greek letter
28. Bitter herb
30. Roster
34. Brief swimsuit
36. Unprincipled
38. Hied
39. Crafted
41..Baby lion
1.
5.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
20.
22.

42.
44.
46.
49.
51.
52.
54.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Pig's cry
Vital things
Light bender
Hard metal
Shaft
Powder and
shot
Cheerio
Motor fluid
Deride
Frosted
Pesky insect
Selves
Poetic twilights

DOWN
1:. Wide's partner
2. Carte start
3. Pep
4. Cruising
5. Hence
6. Flop
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7. Exceed
8. Cordwood
measure
9. Touch
against
10. Stirred
11 . Spud buds
19. Organize
21. Curly coif
22. Spheres
23. Poker item

~-+--+---!

AVALON PARK AREA TIMBERSPRINGS
Elegant 4B/4B, 3 Car Garage, Built in
2005, Never lived in, Pool w/screen, Lots
of Upgrades. Call now!
Keller Williams Advantage Realty
Agent: Monica Braun.
Direct: 407-222-3488
Office: 407-977-7600
Email: MonicaBraun@mac.com
www.obeo.com/237621

--+--+---1

Hey, UCF Students
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lal<es is
offering 1, 2, and 3 BDR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost;
minutes from campus 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

n3

-+--+-+-! 0..
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Beautiful Town Home. Upgrades
throughout. Excellent location. Only 5 mi
from UCF. 2bdrm/2 full ba, 1/2 ba.
Built in 2004. Sq ft, heated 1~96. $236K.
For more info, call Jose at 407-436-5140
wWw.joseraulmarrero.com

Beautiful 212 condo with tile floors all
t!Jrough-out. Nice and quiet community
less than .5 miles from UCF.
$180;000 Call 407-310-6583

b;'
Hiiiilliioliiiil~
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24. Tip at a
casino
26. Show the
way
29. Describe
31 . Mythical
monsters
32. Tight
33. Priests'
robes
35. Marriage
pledges
37. Short note
40. With
hands on
hips
43. Mirror
product
45. Take apart
46. College
figure,
briefly
47. Agitate
48. Lazily
50. Old World
deer
53. Playing
marble
55. Pro
56. Knockout
count
57. Classifieds ·

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

OVIEDO ALOMA WOODS
3fl LR, DR,FR. WOOD FLRS, ALL
-APPLS.COMM. POOL
CONSERVATION LOT
. $309,000 CALL 407-234-4680

•

1:-

•

•
•

SWISSPORT USA, INC.

at ·

Oviedo

ORLANDO SANFORD
INTERNATIONAL Al RPO RT
Accepting applications for:

•

Ramp Services, A/C Cabin Cleaners, Fuelers

•

Passenger Services Agents {Part-Time)
Pre-Flight Services, Inc.

•
•

..

..

SWISSPORT USA, INC•
2 Red Cleveland Blvd.· Suite 210 • Sanford, FL 32773

407-585-4790
We offer holiday pay; uniforms, free
parking, paid comprehensive industry
training; weekly pay, direct deposit and
a safe work environment.

Oviedo-Alalaya Wds312 FSBO $215K
New roof/fence/appl./ home warranty
Pictures at www.obhomesite.com
Call Cara@ 407-460-2148 for more info

Don't let these opportunities fly
· by. Stop by our administration
office Monday thru Friday
between 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
for an application and more
information.

Beautiful 3/2 In Sanctuary!
Amazing Community Features!
Lowest Price In Neighborhood!
Call and see today! 407-506-2358
stacyweaverrealestate.com
OVIEDO
BEAUTIFUL 413+ OFFICE, 3-CAR
3400 SQ FT LR,DR,FR LGE
POOL/SPA GATED COMM. $595K
AGENT 407-234-4680

WRENWOOD CONDOS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. \
Concrete Block Construction, single
story. Conversion property, major
renovation Inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 miles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodci:>ndos.com
'The Enclave at Lake Price', Immaculate
4/2 w/ oversized bonus room over
garage in gated community. Built in
2004, w/ a total of 2,747 sq/It. Lots of
upgrades. Located approx 3 miles from
UCF w/ easy access to major roads.
$399,900. Call Monica Braun,
Keller Williams Advantage Realty
Direct: (407) 222-3488
Office: (407) 977-7600
Email: MonicaBraun@mac.com .
Sanford-Preserve at Lake Monroe.
3BR/2BA 1684 SF. House sold to
Highest & Best Bidder on Sunday 6/25.
Inspection 6/24 & 6/25 10-5. Bids start at
$125,SOO. Call (407) 415-9747
2bd/2.5ba/1 garage Waterford townhome
for sale furnished or not. On cul-de-sac,
driveway holds 3 cars. Gated, 24 hr sec.,
pool, bsktball, plygrnd, walk to shopping.
> 3 mi to UCF. 255K. Call 321 -508-6987
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership,
JUST $2,500 DOWN
NO CLOSING COST, Luxurious 1, 2
and 3 BDR Condos, Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

l~l)lhfr0 0 NnI 1'""o'"N_.?/ Egg Donors Needed

Up

to $10,000

Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy1 Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Gre.en/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples

MusicallyI Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!
Call (800) 563-0098

or
www.LovingDoriation.com
PHD and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Home school piano, math, art,
reading/writing, chess classes. Available
by an experienced teacher.
Call 'Pam 407-362-4046. ,
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Lile! Fla. License fl'.1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

CreditFN.com
Shop 4 Your Credit,
Student & R.eward ·cards,
Visit Us @ CredltFN.com

' NClTICE-OF AVAILABILITY
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT·
IMPACT
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA· DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMISTRY
The University of Central Florida has
· made available to interested
governmental and private bodies and
individuals a Finding of No Significant
Impact (FONS!) for the Forensic DNA
Research and Development projects,
in Orlando, Florida. The FONS! is
supported by an Enviro11menlal
Assessment (EA) which studied
potential environmental impacts
associated with the development of
new Forensic Biochemistry techniques
to help _investigations of current and
cold cases. These projects are being
funded by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Justice, National
Institute of Justice. The EA considered
potential impacts to the natural and
manmade environments including:
geology, 'topography, and soils; water
resources, biological resources; air
quality; noise; infrastructure/utilities;
land use; transportation i
socioeconomic resources; cultural
resources; and human health and
safety, among other topics associated
with the proposed action. Based on the
information gathered during
preparation of the EA, the University of
Central Florida finds that the proposed
actions at University will not
significantly impact the environment.
Copies of the EA and FONS! can be
obtained from: Jack Ballantyne, 407823-4440, 12354 Research Parkway
Room 225, Orlando, Florida 32826. A
limited number of copies of the EA are
available to fill single copy requests. '

$1,000 Cash Reward for Stolen Laptop
HP. It was stolen in the education
parking garage on Saturday. No
questions asked. Calf 407-448-2144

~FOR SALE:

~ Automotive
1991 Jeep Cherokee
1OSK miles, 4-wheel drive, New air,
transmission, & radiator. Good condition.
Single owner. $2200 OBO. 407-645-4694

$395/set. New In box. Headboard, 2
nightstands, dresser, mirror.
(407) 846-2365
FURNITURE: Sofabed-Queen,wood and
fabric,$150.Glasstop and wood dining
table,6 chairs solid wood,$300. Victorian
chest of drawers, $300.407-252-6841.
Furniture for Sale
5 Piece Living Rm Set.
2 Dining Sets
Computer Desk, w/ some electronics
·GREAT FOR COLLEGE APTSll
Call 561-602-8169

CLASSIFIEDS
h&
"

y

"

Place your ad online even closer to publication at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Solve the genuine Sudoku puzzle, now in every issue!

Treadmill! for sale. Used max of 5
times. $375 OBO. Call 407-736-0831
for more info or if interested.

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand ~w Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plast~. Turin Sets $100,
Full Sets $110, Queen Sets $150.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8~

Spot the Spoof each Monday - and win free pizza!

www.UCFnews,com/spotthespoof

•

•
•·

OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEAS·E PLAN AS LOW AS

•

•

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!! ·

•

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 06/30/06

- Based On Insurance ln~titute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

••

I I
PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

..

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes. security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&l. See
dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit Expires 06/30/06

-·
•
LEASE FOR

$299

P/Locks, P./Windows, Tilt,
PER MONTH+
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS and Much More!

•

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

•

payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 06/30/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powenrain Warrantv

•

GO TOPLESS!

•
•

•
•

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
CREDIT
We Can Assist You With:
PROGRAM, ·

Drivers wanted=

rs/' PROBLEMS

BUYER

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE rACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

A
"'

1r•·c!.'J•.!·:::;. T ..•--••..__: • • · 4 1
II

I-<.

•WA*

=•

N

•

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
•

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

40'1-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com
•

!

